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ORDINARY MEETING 

MINUTES 

 
 

1. ATTENDANCE: 

His Worship the Mayor, Cr G R Williamson (Chairperson), Crs, M J Bella, L G 

Bonaventura, K J Casey, R C Gee, F A Mann, A R Paton and R D Walker were in 

attendance at the commencement of the meeting.  Also present was Mr C Doyle (Chief 

Executive Officer) and Mrs R Pakowski (Minute Secretary). 

 

 

Cr Williamson acknowledged the Yuwibara people, the traditional owners of the land 

on which we meet and paid his respects to their Elders past and present. 

 

 

The meeting commenced at 10:00 am. 

 

 

2. OPENING PRAYER: 

The Rev Scott Jones of the Mackay Baptist Church led those present in Prayer. 

 

 

3. ABSENT ON COUNCIL BUSINESS: 

Crs A J Camm, K L May, and J F Englert. 

 

 

4. APOLOGIES: 

Nil 

 

 

5. CONDOLENCES: 

Nil 

 

 

6. CONFLICT OF INTEREST: 

Cr Walker noted a Perceived Conflict of Interest for Item 12.11. 
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7. CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES: 

7.1 ORDINARY MEETING MINUTES - 27 SEPTEMBER 2017     

 

THAT the Ordinary Meeting Minutes dated 27 September 2017 be 

adopted. 

 

Moved Cr Paton Seconded Cr Mann (nee Fordham) 

 

CARRIED 

 

 

7.2 SPECIAL ORDINARY MEETING MINUTES - 11 OCTOBER 2017     

 

THAT the Special Ordinary Meeting Minutes dated 11 October 2017 

be adopted. 

 

Moved Cr Mann (nee Fordham) Seconded Cr Walker 

 

CARRIED 

 

 

8. BUSINESS ARISING OUT OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING: 

Nil 

 

 

9. MAYORAL MINUTES: 

Nil 
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10. RECEIPT OF STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES:

10.1 DRAFT MINUTES - INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES 

STANDING COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON 11 OCTOBER 

2017 

Author Director Engineering and Commercial Infrastructure 

Purpose 

To receive the Draft Infrastructure and Services Standing Committee Minutes of the 

Meeting held on 11 October 2017. 

Officer's Recommendation 

THAT the Draft Infrastructure and Services Standing Committee Minutes of the 

Meeting held on 11 October 2017 be received. 

Council Resolution 

THAT the Officer's Recommendation be adopted. 

Moved Cr Walker Seconded Cr Paton 

In the absence of Cr May, Chair of the Infrastructure and Services Standing Committee, 

Cr Walker spoke to the report and provided an overview and highlights of the 

Infrastructure and Services Standing Committee Minutes dated 11 October 2017. 

CARRIED 
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10.2 DRAFT MINUTES - ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND 

PLANNING STANDING COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON 11 

OCTOBER 2017     

Author Director Development Services 

Purpose 

To receive the Draft Economic Development and Planning Standing Committee 

Minutes of the Meeting held on 11 October 2017. 

Officer's Recommendation 

THAT the Draft Economic Development and Planning Standing Committee 

Minutes dated 11 October 2017 be received. 

Council Resolution 

THAT the Officer's Recommendation be adopted. 

Moved Cr Mann (nee Fordham) Seconded Cr Paton 

In the absence of Cr Camm, Chair of the Economic Development and Planning 

Standing Committee, Cr Mann (nee Fordham) spoke to the report and provided an 

overview and highlights of the Infrastructure and Services Standing Committee 

Minutes dated 11 October 2017. 

CARRIED 

11. CONSIDERATION OF COMMITTEE REPORTS & RECOMMENDATIONS:

11.1 LOCAL DISASTER MANAGEMENT GROUP MINUTES - 4 

SEPTEMBER 2017     

Author Emergency Management Co-ordinator 

Purpose 

To present to the Community Engagement Committee the Local Disaster Management 

Group Meeting Minutes dated 4 September 2017 for information purposes. 
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Officer's Recommendation 

THAT the Minutes of the Local Disaster Management Group meeting of 4 

September 2017 be received. 

 

Council Resolution 

 

THAT the Officer's Recommendation be adopted. 

 

Moved Cr Casey Seconded Cr Mann (nee Fordham) 

 

CARRIED 

 

 

12. CORRESPONDENCE AND OFFICERS' REPORTS: 

12.1 OFFICE OF THE MAYOR AND CEO MONTHLY REPORT - 

OCTOBER 2017     

 

Author Chief Executive Officer 

 

 

Purpose 

To provide Council with the Office of the Mayor and Chief Executive Officer's 

Monthly Report for month of October 2017. 

 

Background/Discussion 

All departments within MRC prepare a Monthly Review which identifies activities 

undertaken and progress made during the specific month. 

 

Consultation and Communication 

The report contains input from relevant Programs across Council. 

 

Resource Implications 

As required to compile report, which is a routine task for multiple employees. 

 

Risk Management Implications 

Nil. 
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Conclusion 

Council is kept informed of activities within the Office of the Mayor and Chief 

Executive Officer and of major initiatives and projects across Council. 

 

Officer's Recommendation 

THAT the Office of the Mayor and Chief Executive Officers Monthly Report for 

October 2017 be received 

Council Resolution 

 

THAT the Officer's Recommendation be adopted. 

 

Moved Cr Casey Seconded Cr Mann (nee Fordham) 

 

 

The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) spoke to his report and provided an overview and 

highlights of the Office of the Mayor and CEO Monthly Report for October 2017. 

 

Cr Walker queried since GW3 gained a seat on the Northern Australia Alliance whether 

there had been any results or anything to report? 

 

The Mayor noted that there has been no meetings of the Northern Australia Alliance 

since GW3 gained a seat.  Northern Australia funding has been in the spotlight lately, 

however with no funding committed as yet.  Council is very hopeful that once GW3 

can attend a meeting, that we will get some good outcomes. 

 

Cr Casey queried if the State Government has shown any leniency in gaining permits 

for sanding pushing and works that are required within the Emergent Works, noting 

that works need to be started/completed prior to the next storm season. 

 

CEO stated that Council had engaged with a Consultant at the start to assist with 

permits, however there are some permits that are unable to be fast tracked.  Some works 

can be done in the coming week.  The State Government have been quite helpful and 

understanding of where we are nearing storm season and turtle nesting in some of the 

areas.  State Government had approved the funding for the Emergent Works within a 

week of submitting the funding.   

 

Cr Casey queried if it’s the Federal Government holding up the funding. 

 

The Mayor responded that it has gone through the Federal Government as far as it can 

for funding, and works are now with the State for approval. 

 

CEO stated that Council applied for five (5) Betterment Projects however only three (3) 

of those projects have made it to the next round of funding review.  All Cat D 

Environment (totalling $10.9M) applications went through to the next round.  

Additional work was done at the time of initial project submissions and no further 

information was required to be done to satisfy the queries.  This occurred recently with 

Council now waiting for formal notification of funding decisions.  The $400,000 for 

Emergent Works was needed to move forward on a number of beaches and swimming 
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enclosures, to make the areas safe before the storm season.  Confirmed that a couple of 

projects will be finished in late October (swimming enclosures) and most of the major 

emergent works at Lamberts Beach and Halliday Bay etc will be finished by late 

November, early December. 

 

Cr Bonaventura queried details of Jubilee Community Centre, noting that the report 

states that rooms are maximum of 20 people which seems a bit small.  He questioned if 

the meeting room walls can be moved to expand the size of the meeting rooms? 

 

CEO stated that those are minimum numbers, but also depending on configuration of 

tables and chairs within the meeting room could accommodate more.  The walls are not 

movable due to the building layout design e.g. toilet location.  There is a very large 

room that isn’t on the list of community rooms, but in circumstances can be used for 

bigger events afterhours.  The space is currently listed as Council use space, but it can 

be used for bigger events.   

 

Cr Walker queried the Fuel Tracker within the report and whether or not if, by tracking 

them in the report, we have achieved anything? 

 

The Mayor noted it was stated in a previous meeting that Mackay are working with 

Cairns and Townsville to achieve an outcome.  There has also been a large push from 

the Brisbane Region recently.  There is a gathering of momentum in relation to fuel 

prices in Queensland and hoped that there is some articulation of the movement as we 

move into a State Election campaign.  It is a very difficult area to get results in, 

especially when dealing with the large conglomerations that are delivering duel around 

Queensland.  Mackay will continue to work with Cairns and Townsville and South East 

part of Queensland, and hopefully as a united front we can get an outcome.  It is a slow 

process, but at least by tracking the prices Council have got six (6) months worth of 

fuel prices behind us now. 

 

Cr Walker referred back to earlier discussion on GW3 and noted that Cr Anne Baker 

had resigned and that Cr Williamson had been appointed. 

 

The Mayor confirmed his appointment to GW3 and stated that Cr Baker resigned 

simply because of the logistics required to travel to regular meetings in Mackay.  It was 

discussed and determined by the Council of Mayors that Cr Williamson take over the 

position. 

 

 

CARRIED 
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12.2 AMENDMENT OF STANDING ORDERS (MEETINGS) 2016    

 

Author Executive Officer 

 

 

Purpose 

To present for consideration an amendment to the current Standing Orders (Meetings) 

2016 to include the ability for Councillors to participate in debate and discussion at a 

Council/Committee meeting more than once for any motion. 

 

Background/Discussion 

The Local Government Act 2009 and the Local Government Regulation 2012 provide 

the core requirements to regulate the conduct of meetings of the Local Government. 

Standing Orders supplement these statutory requirements by providing detailed 

procedures for the conduct of Council meetings and are considered good governance 

practice providing open and transparent decision-making. 

 

Council last adopted the current version of the Standing Order at its meeting of 27 April 

2016, at which time the version adopted also incorporated the addition of new Standing 

Committees of Council. 

 

A request has been made to clarify the ability for any Councillor to speak or participate 

in debate of a Council/Committee motion more than once. The current wording for this 

is within clauses 24.6 and 24.7 of the Standing Orders – 

 

24.6 Each Councillor must speak not more than once to the same motion or 

the same amendment except as a right of reply unless the Chairperson in his 

or her discretion rules otherwise.  

 

24.7 Each speaker is restricted to not more than five (5) minutes unless the 

Chairperson in his or her discretion rules otherwise.  

 

Within current provisions are the opportunity for any Councillor to speak more than 

once, however only at the discretion of the Chair, meaning no ‘as of right’ opportunity. 

As raised, only allowing a single opportunity does not allow a Councillor to address or 

make comment on any other matters as raised after they have spoken. 

 

In considering options it was viewed that the main reason for control over the form of 

speaking was to ensure that agenda items and associated motions were not unduly 

dragged out time-wise. Therefore, an option could be to allow more than a single 

speaking opportunity as long as the overall time period already set was not exceeded. 

To achieve this the following possible changes to clauses 24.6 and 24.7 are presented 

(amendments underlined) –  

 

24.6 Each Councillor must speak not more than once twice to the same 

motion or the same amendment (noting the ability to speak initially, and then 

again during the item to address matters as raised by other speakers) except 
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as a right of reply unless the Chairperson in his or her discretion rules 

otherwise.  

 

24.7 Each speaker is restricted to not more than five (5) minutes in total 

speaking to any item (noting the ability to speak twice) unless the Chairperson 

in his or her discretion rules otherwise. 

 

Consultation and Communication 

The request for clarification was raised by Cr Walker. 

 

Mayor and Councillors have been consulted in possible wording. 

 

CEO and Directors 

 

Resource Implications 

Nil 

 

Risk Management Implications 

Nil 

Conclusion 

Standing Orders supplement statutory requirements and quite simply set the guidelines 

for operation of formal Council meeting processes. Amending to include more than one 

opportunity for Councillors to speak to a motion is a matter for Council, and is not seen 

as one that will unduly upset the meeting processes. 

 

Should Council wish to set the ability for Councillors to speak more than once for a 

motion the proposed wording is expected to achieve this and it would be recommended 

that a revised Standing Orders be adopted inclusive of these changes. 

 

Officer's Recommendation 

THAT the revised Standing Orders (Meetings) 2016 be adopted inclusive of 

amendments to clauses 24.6 and 24.7 related to Councillors speaking to a 

Council/Committee motions. 
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Council Resolution 

 

THAT the Officer's Recommendation be adopted. 

 

Moved Cr Walker Seconded Cr Bonaventura. 

 

 

Cr Walker spoke to the report and advised amendments to the Standing Orders will 

ensure Councillors are given sufficient opportunity to respond to questions raised by 

other Councillors, and also remove responsibility off the Chairperson as to whether or 

not they allow the person to speak for a second time.  

 

CARRIED 

 

 

12.3 END OF YEAR RESULT 2016/2017     

 

 

Author Director Organisational Services 

 

 

Purpose 

To present the 2016/2017 financial year end result. 

 

Background/Discussion 

Following the completion of external audit of the Financial Statements, the results for 

the financial year are brought to account. 

 

The financial statements were reviewed by the Audit Committee and the minutes of that 

committee meeting presented to Council.  It is expected that Council will receive an 

unqualified auditor’s opinion which states that the financial report presents a true and 

fair view of the financial performance of Council. 

 

Overall Council performed well in comparison to budget, recording an overall 

operating deficit of $1.9M which was $400K lower than the anticipated result and 

nearly $600K lower than the original budget. This was despite a significant reduction in 

revenue as a result of lower than expected water consumption revenue and waste 

disposal fees.  These reductions were able to be managed by significant cost reductions 

in order to achieve the better than predicted result. 

 

Revenue was higher than anticipated by $8.6M, mainly due to some unexpected grant 

revenue being recognised.  This was made up of $3.6M NDRRA grant funds related to 

TC Debbie, $3.2M advance payment of the Financial Assistance Grant for 2017/18 and 

$500K associated with auspices of a grant on behalf of the showgrounds.  Rates 

revenue was above budget by $600K through recognising rates received in advance.  

Fees and charges were also higher than anticipated by $600K as well as interest earned 
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being higher by $500K, however recoverable work and other income were lower than 

anticipated by $500K in total. 

 

Offsetting the higher than expected revenue was expenses also being higher than 

anticipated.  Costs associated with TC Debbie amounted to $4.8M and recognition of 

previously recognised capital expenditure as operating expenditure amounted to $6M.  

Various savings across the programs amounted to $2.6M which resulted in overall 

expenditure being $8.2M above budget.  Some notable savings included $886K savings 

in software maintenance and hosting services, and various savings across the 

community lifestyle, economic development, technical services and shared services 

programs. 

 

Although Council recorded an operating deficit of $1.9M, the overall net result was a 

surplus $10.5M including capital items. 

 

Council’s overall cash position increased by $17M to report a closing cash balance of 

$176M which includes investments in short term deposits of $115M.  Council’s debt 

continues to decrease due to no new borrowings being required, resulting in a closing 

debt balance of $173M, which was $12M less than the previous financial year.  The 

total increase in community equity of $30M means that Council’s balance sheet 

remains strong. 

 

The results by fund are summarised as follows: 

 

General Fund 

 

Operating Revenue ended above budget due to mainly to additional grants funds being 

received.  Prepaid rates and an increase in interest revenue also contributed to this 

variance.   

 

Corresponding to the increase in operating revenue, operating expenses were also over 

budget.  Costs associated with TC Debbie were a major contributing factor to this, 

noting that additional revenue was received to cover some of the costs incurred.  

Depreciation in the general fund was significantly lower than forecast due to a 

revaluation adjustment included in the 2015/2016 financial statements. 

 

Water Fund 

 

Operating Revenue was slightly below budget due to recoverable works being lower 

than anticipated.  Offsetting this fees and charges revenue was higher than anticipated, 

predominately in the area of laboratory operations. 

 

Operating Expenses were over budget, mainly through an increase in depreciation as a 

result of the comprehensive revaluation undertaken at the end of the 2015/2016 

financial year.  Materials and services was under budget by $359K due to savings 

associated with a reduction in recoverable works. 
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Sewerage Fund 

 

Operating Revenue was slightly above budget mainly in relation to interest earned 

which was $124K over budget.  Minor variances across all the other categories of 

revenue amounted to $48K.  

 

Operating Expenses were over budget by $1.9M of which $1.8M was attributable to an 

increase in depreciation.  This was the result of a comprehensive revaluation at the end 

of the 2015/2016 financial year. 

 

Waste Fund 

 

Operating Revenue was over budget due mainly to fees and charges being higher than 

anticipated. This particularly relates to higher waste disposal income. 

 

Operating Expenses were slightly over budget mainly due mainly to depreciation and 

materials and services expenses being greater than expected. Some costs associated 

with TC Debbie which are unable to be funded under NDRRA arrangements have 

contributed to this variance. 

 

Consultation and Communication 

Council’s financial statements have been reviewed by the Audit Committee and have 

been subject to external audit.   

 

Resource Implications 

Although Council is reporting a small operating deficit for the 2016/2017 financial 

year, the net result was a surplus of $10.5M.  Council’s cash and debt balances continue 

to improve resulting in overall increase in community equity of $30M. 

 

Risk Management Implications 

The 2016/2017 financial result has been used to update Council’s long term financial 

forecast with improvements being noted in the current ratio and net financial liabilities 

ratio with all other ratios remaining the same or similar.  

 

Conclusion 

Following conclusion of the audit of the 2016/2017 financial statements, the results for 

the year are presented to Council.   

 

Overall, Council performed well against budget with the forecast deficit being lower 

than anticipated. 

 

The audited financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2017 including the 

independent auditor’s report will be included in Council’s annual report. 
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Officer's Recommendation 

THAT the 2016/2017 financial result for Council be noted. 

 

 

The Chief Executive Officer spoke to the report and reiterated the 2016/2017 financial 

year Council finished on a Deficit of $1.9M, includes funding of depreciation.  He also 

noted that Council’s overall cash position increased by $17M and debt was reduced by 

$12M.   

 

Cr Bonventura queried the $4.48M of expenses from TC Debbie and requested what 

the main parts of these costs were, what percentage of that was claimed under 

assistance programs, and is there any more of the money to be claimed back. 

 

CEO responded that the whole $4.8M was spent in 16/17, $2.1M related to the counter 

disaster operations (greenwaste etc) and $2.5M emergent works (fixing roads etc).  Of 

that $4.8M, Council received $3.3M in revenue back in 16/17 from the State 

Government, and received a further $750,000 back in revenue in 17/18, leaving a gap 

of $767,000, which is the excess trigger point for assistance.  Council will never be able 

to recoup the trigger point costs and this was taken into account.  Council do have some 

risks around Hogan’s Pocket in this Financial Year, which are being worked through, 

but very confident that 16/17 impacts of revenue and costs have been accounted in 

16/17, and that only Hogans Pocket risks will impact 17/18. 

 

The Mayor noted that it is a sensational end to 16/17 from a year that could have been a 

lot worse, the staff have done a tremendous job and our Congratulations to them. 

 

Cr Walker queried the $8M loss on the disposal of assets. 

 

The CEO referred the question to the Manager Finance who explained that the loss on 

disposal of assets refers mostly to the write off of assets being replaced.   

 

Cr Walker requested a detailed list of disposed of assets. 

 

CEO committed to providing a list. 
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Council Resolution 

 

THAT the Officer's Recommendation be adopted. 

 

Moved Cr Paton Seconded Cr Mann (nee Fordham). 

 

Cr Paton congratulated the Departments for all of their efforts throughout the year, and 

reiterated the Chief Executive Officers comments on the Council financial position at 

the end of 16/17.  Cr Paton commended the Finance Department for their tireless 

efforts, and also the acknowledgement of the external auditors in recognising the 

professional focus of staff. 

 

 

CARRIED 

 

 

12.4 ORGANISATIONAL SERVICES MONTHLY REVIEW - 

SEPTEMBER 2017     

 

Author Director Organisational Services 

 

 

Purpose 

To keep Council updated on Organisational Services activities. 

 

Background/Discussion 

All departments within MRC prepare a monthly review which identifies activities 

undertaken and progress made during the specific month. 

 

Consultation and Communication 

The report contains input from each Program within Organisational Services. 

 

Resource Implications 

As required to compile report, which is a routine task for multiple employees. 

 

Risk Management Implications 

Nil. 

 

Conclusion 

That Council is kept informed of activities within Organisational Services. 
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Officer's Recommendation 

THAT Council receives the Organisational Services Monthly Review for 

September 2017. 

 

 

The Chief Executive Officer spoke to the Monthly report. 

 

 

Council Resolution 

 

THAT the Officer's Recommendation be adopted. 

 

Moved Cr Mann (nee Fordham) Seconded Cr Paton 

 

 

Cr Paton queried the Sarina Depot Washdown Bay item. 

 

CEO stated that in 16/17 budget there were plans to build washdown bays at the Mirani 

and Sarina Depots.  The tender pricing came back significantly higher than what had 

been estimated for in the 16/17 Budget.  Due to Sarina already having a form of 

washdown bay, it was decided that the need was for a facility at Mirani Depot where 

there is no current washdown bay.  Costs will be monitored for the build in Mirani, and 

the Sarina facility will be considered in another budget cycle. 

 

Cr Paton also queried if Council is looking into additional cash held being invested. 

 

CEO responded that Council currently has $115M invested, the most Council has ever 

had.  The investment interest rates at present are not much higher than standard account 

rates.  Council would like to hold Long Term Savings for 2 year investments instead of 

the allowed 1 year.  Mackay is a Level 5 Council limited to 1 year investments, and 

discussions have been held with QTC to get an exemption and invest for a longer 

period.   

 

Cr Walker stated Shared Services seem to be preforming well compared to what the 

original budget was and requested a briefing to Council on it actual performance. 

 

CEO committed to a future briefing. 

 

CARRIED 
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12.5 STRATEGIC FINANCIAL REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF 

SEPTEMBER 2017    

 

Author Director Organisational Services 

 

 

Purpose 

To adopt council’s Strategic Financial Report for the month of September 2017. 

 

Background/Discussion 

Under Part 9 Section 204 of the Local Government Regulation 2012, the Local 

Government is required to prepare a financial report which the Chief Executive Officer 

presents at a meeting of the local government once a month. 

 

The financial report must state the progress that has been made in relation to the local 

government’s budget for the period of the financial year up to a day as near as 

practicable to the end of the month before the meeting is held. 

 

Consultation and Communication 

Chief Executive Officer, Directors, Manager Financial Services. 

 

Resource Implications 

Nil. 

 

Risk Management Implications 

As this is the first quarter of the financial year no significant risks have been identified. 

 

Conclusion 

Council is tracking favourably at the end of September, noting this is the first quarter of 

the financial year.  Timing differences are observed for operating grants and subsidies 

and goods and services, however this is anticipated to come back in line with budget as 

the year progresses.  

 

Capital delivery continues to be a focus and will be closely monitored during the 

financial year. 

 

Officer's Recommendation 

THAT the attached Strategic Financial Report for the month of September 2017 

be adopted. 
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The Chief Executive Officer spoke briefly to the report. 

 

Council Resolution 

 

THAT the Officer's Recommendation be adopted. 

 

Moved Cr Paton Seconded Cr Walker 

 

CARRIED 

 

 

12.6 SEPTEMBER 2017 BUDGET REVIEW    

 

Author Director Organisational Services 

 

 

Purpose 

To present the September 2017 first quarter budget review. 

 

Background/Discussion 

In accordance with section 170(3) of the Local Government Regulation 2012, council 

may by resolution, amend the budget for a financial year at any time before the end of 

the financial year. 

 

As the first quarter of the financial year is now complete, it is timely to review the 

budget, for any known variations at this time, to better reflect the predicted closing 

position for the 2017/18 financial year. 

  

The revised budget proposed for adoption with this report is summarised as follows: 

 

Operational 

 

Revenue 

 

Category Description Amount Comments 

Net rates & 

utility charges 

Water consumption revenue ($600,000) Water 

consumption 

higher than 

anticipated due a 

prolonged 

period of dry 

weather in first 

quarter of year 

Net rates & 

utility charges 

Sewerage access charges ($134,249) Increase in 

number of 

connections 
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Category Description Amount Comments 

Grants & 

subsidies 

Works for Queensland ($281,059) Funding 

received for 

Works for 

Queensland 

(round 2 – 

approved by 

State in Sep 17) 

($458K) and 

adjustment 

between 

operational and 

capital $177K 

Grants & 

subsidies 

LIDAR grant ($145,502) Grant funding 

received for 

expenditure 

incurred last 

financial year 

Grants & 

subsidies 

Counter Disaster Operations (CDO) ($122,600) CDO grant 

received to be 

used to fund 

temporary 

position and 

expenses for 

next 2 years 

Grants & 

subsidies 

Various ($47,684) Various grants 

received 

including 

trainees ($25K), 

library project 

($16K)  

Fees & 

charges 

Application fees ($18,056) Increase in 

application fee 

revenue 

Sales and 

Recoverable 

Works 

Recoverable Works $88,000 Reduction in 

required 

recoverable 

works – Water 

$40K, Sewerage 

$48K 

Other revenue Insurance proceeds ($40,000) Insurance 

proceeds 

received for 

some works on 

Bluewater Trail 

TOTAL REVENUE ADJUSTMENTS ($1,301,150)  

 

Current indications are that revenue for the financial year will be higher than 

anticipated.  In particular, water consumption revenue is, at this stage, predicted to be 

$600K higher, due to the prolonged period of dry weather.  This will continue to be 
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monitored as the year progresses.  Sewerage access charges are also higher through an 

increase in connections amounting to $134K.  Additional grant revenue has been 

received, noting a corresponding increase in expenditure associated with this revenue.  

Overall total revenue is predicted to increase by $1.3M to $256.5M. 

 

Expenses 

 

Category Description Amount Comments 

Wages Various $190,578 Adjustment to wages mainly associated 

with increase in grant funding $75K, 

reduction in contractor expenses $78K 

and other resourcing requirements 

Materials 

& services 

Associated with 

grant funding 

adjustments 

$396,295 Expenditure association with various 

grant funds received (offset of revenue) 

in particular Works for Queensland 

Materials 

& services 

Operational 

expenses to 

capital 

($710,923) Detailed review of capital projects 

expenditure resulting in a correction as 

capital as opposed to operational 

Materials 

& services 

Reserve funded 

projects 

$182,189 Previously constrained funds being used 

to fund identified projects (eg $110K 

Voluntary Mechanism Stormwater 

quality projects) 

Materials 

& services 

Insurance 

proceeds 

expenditure 

$40,000 Expenditure associated with works 

along Bluewater Trail as a result of TC 

Debbie 

Materials 

& services 

Various $99,446 Various adjustments including funds for 

projects commenced last financial year 

but not finalised, savings for studies and 

electricity, reductions due to less 

recoverable works. 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 

ADJUSTMENTS 

$197,585  

 

Operating expenditure is predicted to increase overall by $198K to $256.5M.  

Expenditure associated with the increase in grant revenue contributed to this increase.  

Offsetting this increase, was a large movement in expenditure previously assessed as 

operational to capital expenditure.   

 

 Current 

Amended Budget 

September Budget 

Review adjustment 

Amended 

Budget 

Operating Revenue $255,168,435 ($1,301,150) $256,469,585 

Operating Expenses $256,253,942 197,585 $256,451,527 

Operating 

Surplus/(Deficit) 

($1,085,507) ($1,103,565) $18,058 

 

As a result of the above movements in revenue and expenses, council’s previously 

anticipated operating deficit of $1.1M, is now forecast to be an operational surplus of 

$18K.  This will now be the target for the full financial year or until a further forecast 

as approved by Council, is changed.  
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Capital Expenditure 

 

Project Department Amount Comments 

Works for 

Queensland Stage 

2 

Various $2,170,880 Funds required for projects 

commencing this financial year 

Fourways 

Drainage 

ECI $1,500,000 Council approved project not in 

budget – amount of funds required 

this financial year 

Transfers from 

operational to 

capital 

Various $710,923 Various costs identified as being 

capital in nature, associated with 

already existing capital projects 

Leachate Pond ECI $500,000 Additional funds required to complete 

project after tender documentation 

and detailed scope complete 

Hogans’ Pocket 

future landfill cell 

construction 

ECI $375,408 Remedial works due to TC Debbie 

damage that is not claimable under 

NDRRA or insurance 

Wallmans – 

Eimeo Road Link 

ECI $371,018 Initial road design and service 

relocations associated with 

development 

Ferris Terrace 

reconstruction 

ECI $283,859 Additional funds required to complete 

project 

Waterfront Café 

toilets 

Org 

Services 

$230,000 Out of budget request to install toilets 

in café prior to award of new 

operational tender.  

Sydney St/ 

Shakespeare St 

Traffic Signal 

upgrades 

ECI ($364,928) Grant funding unsuccessful.  Project 

to be rescheduled in future capital 

works program 

Plant & equipment 

– replacement 

program 

Org 

Services 

($785,000) Funds not required as plant 

replacement not required this 

financial year 

Norris Road Skate 

Park 

Dev Serv ($800,000) Reduction in line with timing of 

delivery of project i.e. project delayed 

due to detailed design commencing 

later than forecast resulting in delays 

to construction. These funds will flow 

into 2018/19 year. 

Beach outlet 

creation at ‘Cod 

Hole’ 

ECI ($901,306) Reduction in line with timing of 

delivery of project. Projects will 

commence in 17/18 however will 

carry over into 18/19. 

Various Various $1,203,062 Numerous small movements in 

capital projects 

TOTAL CAPITAL 

EXPENDITURE 

ADJUSTMENTS 

$4,043,916  
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Capital expenditure is forecast to increase by $4M to $112M.  A large portion of this 

increase, is the result of recognition of expenditure associated with Works for 

Queensland (round 2), which amounts to $2.2M and which was not budgeted due to 

uncertainty of funding when budget was set.  As mentioned previously $711K relates to 

expenditure moving from operational to capital, based on the assessed nature of the 

work being deemed capital.  Various other movements in capital projects include 

changes to the timing of projects with the expenditure associated with some projects 

being brought forward or delayed.  Some new projects are being recognised as a result 

of advice of grant funds being received, or advice of non-receipt of grant funds.  

Savings and changes in estimates have also contributed to some movement in the 

capital program. 

 

Capital Funding 

 

Category Description Amount Comments 

Capital Grants Works for 

Queensland Stage 

2 

($5,016,880) Funds received for Works for 

Queensland 2 in advance 

Capital Grants Mackay Regional 

Sports Precinct 

$2,998,860 Grant milestones delayed until 

next financial year 

Capital Grants Beach outlet 

creation at ‘Cod 

Hole’ 

$901,306 Project delayed, to be rebudgeted 

in 18/19 

Capital Grants Norris Road 

Skate Park 

$800,000 Reduction in line with timing of 

delivery of project 

Capital Grants Rocky Creek 

Bridge 

replacement 

$707,500 Grant bid unsuccessful 

Capital Grants Various ($535,008) Various grant funding adjustments 

Other capital 

revenue 

Insurance 

proceeds 

($293,290) Insurance proceeds received for 

cyclone repairs to Stadium, shade 

sails, Hogans Pocket and 

Bluewater Trail 

Other capital 

revenue 

Contribution  ($12,727) Contribution towards artwork 

purchases 

Proceeds on 

disposal of 

assets 

Land ($407,722) Proceeds from sale of land parcels 

Proceeds on 

disposal of 

assets 

Plant $273,000 Reduction in proceeds on disposal 

of fleet due to replacement not 

being required this financial year 

Reserve 

Transfer 

Fourways 

Drainage 

($1,500,000) Transfer reserve funds to 

Fourways Drainage project 

Reserve 

Transfer 

Various $287,629 Various adjustments to reserve 

transfers of previously constrained 

fund 

TOTAL CAPITAL FUNDING 

ADJUSTMENTS 

($1,797,332)  
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Associated with the change in expenditure, is changes to the capital funding 

requirements.  Overall grant revenue is increasing $144K, however some of this relates 

to timing of the receipt of the grant funds.  Other capital revenue increases by $441K, 

mainly as a result of insurance proceeds and land sales.  Transfers from and to reserve 

will increase by $1.2M mainly due to the Fourways drainage project of $1.5M this 

financial year being funded from previously constrained reserve funds. 

 

In summary, the increase in operating revenue has placed council in a better position 

than originally anticipated and is now predicting to achieve a close to balanced 

operating result.  Capital expenditure has increased mainly as a result of new projects 

associated with Works for Queensland stage 2, whilst timing of grants funds is also 

noted.  

 

As this is the first quarter of the financial year, some potential budget issues have been 

placed on a watching brief to be reviewed again at the next quarter review.  The level of 

water consumption revenue will continue to the monitored, together with the impact of 

ongoing cyclone repair works and associated funding from the State Government, 

Federal Government and insurance.  Further review of projects costs as operational 

versus capital continues. 

 

Consultation and Communication 

All Council programs were asked to review their operations against budget to 

September and submit any variances for consideration.  The Strategy, Leadership and 

Performance Team has then reviewed and approved the variances as appropriate within 

available funding sources.   

 

Resource Implications 

The resource implications to bring to account the September 2017 First Quarter Budget 

Review are as follows: 

 

General Fund  

 

Increase in operating revenue ($   654,901) 

Increase in operating expenses  $   358,585 

Increase in capital expenses  $3,214,591 

Increase in capital grant funding  ($   381,805) 

Increase in other capital income  ($   270,739) 

Transfers to/from reserve  ($1,394,560) 

Overall amendments  $   871,171 

 

Water Fund 

 

Increase in operating revenue  ($    560,000) 

Decrease in operating expenses  ($      83,000) 

Overall amendments  ($    643,000) 
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Sewerage Fund 

 

Increase in operating revenue  ($    86,249) 

Decrease in operating expenses  ($    43,000) 

Decrease in capital expenses  ($  237,583) 

Decrease in capital grant funding  $   237,583 

Overall amendments  ($   129,249) 

 

Waste Fund 

 

Decrease in operating expenses  ($      35,000) 

Overall amendments  ($      35,000) 

 

Risk Management Implications 

This budget review brings to account known variations to the approved budget adopted 

in June 2017.  Council is now predicting a small operating surplus, noting this is the 

first quarter of the financial year. 

 

Conclusion 

The September 2017 first quarter budget review amendments will be included in the 

approved budget and become the current amended budget.  The amended budget will 

be reflected in the next monthly Strategic Financial Report.  

 

As a result of changes identified above, Council is in an improved position to deal with 

future infrastructure demands and other budget pressures. 

 

Whilst the improved position is noted above, this is the first review of the year and at 

this point in time there is no material change to the future years of the Long Term 

Financial Forecast adopted in June 2017.  This overall position will be reviewed in light 

of later budget reviews and as part of the 2018/19 budget process.   

 

Several items have been placed on a watching brief to be monitored and adjusted at the 

next budget review if required. 

 

Officer's Recommendation 

THAT the changes identified in the September budget review be adopted and 

become the approved amended budget. 

 

 

The Chief Executive Officer spoke to report, highlighting the detailed transparency of 

the reporting.  Council started the year with a budgeted $1.1M deficit, and after the first 

3 months of the year a target has been set to have a Balanced Budget.   
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Council Resolution 

 

THAT the Officer's Recommendation be adopted. 

 

Moved Cr Paton Seconded Cr Walker 

 

 

Cr Paton spoke to the CEO’s comments of the predicted revenue increase of $1.3M, 

and reduction of operational expenditure of ~$200,000, and to have a $18,000 surplus 

at the current stage of the year is encouraging and hopefully sustainable for the year. 

 

Cr Walker commented that Council was budgeting to have an operating surplus going 

forward for the next 10 years and he was heartened by the fact that we will be doing 

this for the next 10 years. 

 

CARRIED 

 

 

12.7 2017/2018 OPERATIONAL PLAN - FIRST QUARTER REVIEW   

 

File No 2017/2018 Operational Plan 

Author Manager Governance & Safety 

 

 

Purpose 

To advise the Mayor and Councillors of progress made during the first quarter (1 July 

to 30 September 2017) toward delivering actions in the 2017/2018 Operational Plan. 

 

Background/Discussion 

The Local Government Regulation 2012 requires that a written assessment of the local 

government’s progress towards implementing the annual operational plan is presented 

at meetings of the local government held at regular intervals of not more than three 

months. 

 

The First Quarter Review is a record of the organisation's performance in delivering the 

activities and services in the 2017/2018 Operational Plan and clearly shows whether 

each performance measure is "complete", "on target," “below target,” or “not required 

to be reported on” at the end of the first quarter. 

 

Consultation and Communication 

The review has been prepared following extensive consultation with all Directors and 

Program Managers.   
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Once received by the Mayor and Councillors, the report will be published on council’s 

website to allow the community the opportunity to review council’s progress in 

achieving corporate plan outcomes. 

 

Resource Implications 

There are no resource implications directly related to the operational plan review.  The 

operational plan is designed to measure implementation of the corporate plan outcomes 

and to ensure appropriate resources are allocated to priority areas. 

 

Risk Management Implications 

The operational plan minimises risk to council by ensuring performance is managed 

and monitored. 

 

Conclusion 

It is recommended that the 2017/2018 Operational Plan Review – First Quarter Review 

be received as tabled. 

 

Officer's Recommendation 

THAT council receive the 2017/2018 Operational Plan Review for the quarter 

ending 30 September 2017, in accordance with Section 174 of the Local 

Government Regulation 2012. 

 

 

Council Resolution 

 

THAT the Officer's Recommendation be adopted. 

 

Moved Cr Casey Seconded Cr Mann (nee Fordham) 

 

CARRIED 

 

 

12.8 2017-2018 FEES AND CHARGES - COMMERCIAL AMENDMENTS    

 

File No Commercial Fees & Charges 2017-2018 

Author Manager Financial Services 

 

 

Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to submit amendments to the Commercial Fees and 

Charges schedule for consideration.  The changes relate to the use and hire of the new 

Jubilee Community Centre. 
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Background/Discussion 

The Jubilee Community Centre is a new community facility and the intent of this report 

is to establish new meeting room hire fees and exhibition fees. 

 

Below is a table of the new proposed fees for the Jubilee Community Centre. 

 

 
 

In accordance with the Local Government Act 2009, council has charging powers to 

establish user pay services.  The amended fees and charges in this report are 

commercial in nature and management has reviewed them to ensure they are 

competitive and address appropriate cost drivers. 

 

Consultation and Communication 

The schedule of proposed changes to fees and charges has been reviewed by relevant 

Directors and Managers. 

 

Resource Implications 

Fees and charges form a significant part of Council’s revenue raising requirements and 

provide a source of funding and/or contribution to programs delivered by Council. 

 

This report is presented specifically to introduce a fee regime to meet the 

commencement of the Jubilee Community Centre.  Work continues on fees and charges 

for all Council Meeting Rooms towards a consistent approach, however timing hasn't 

allowed all areas to be reviewed prior to the need for the Jubilee Community Centre 

fees.  An overall report addressing all facilities will be presented by March 2018. 

 

Risk Management Implications 

The Local Government Act allows Council to establish commercial fees and charges in 

line with commercial principles.  Where the true cost of services is not recovered 

through fees then additional impost is placed on other revenue sources, typically rates. 

 

Conclusion 

It is recommended that the proposed new fees and charges be adopted as tabled. 

Mackay Regional Council | Commercial and Other Fees and Charges 2017-2018 Proposed Fee 2017-2018 *

Proposed Fees * GST Rate of 10% is Included

   in the Price Shown Below.  

 ORGANISATIONAL SERVICES.   

 PROPERTY SERVICES.   

 JUBILEE COMMUNITY CENTRE   

      Hire of Meeting Room for Not for Profit Community Basis (Per day or part thereof).  MAXIMUM $20 PER MONTH. 20.00$                                                       *

      Hire of Meeting Room to Other Groups, Organisations or Companies (Per day or part thereof). 140.00$                                                     *

      Hanging Fee Per Exhibition. 180.00$                                                     *
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Officer's Recommendation 

THAT in accordance with the Local Government Act 2009, Council adopts the 

new Commercial Fees and Charges for the Jubilee Community Centre, to take 

effect from 1 November 2017. 

 

 

The Chief Executive Officer briefly spoke to the report. 

 

 

Council Resolution 

 

THAT the Officer's Recommendation be adopted. 

 

Moved Cr Bonaventura Seconded Cr Paton 

 

Cr Bonaventura stated that the fees are very reasonable and a good place to start for 

possible future review. 

 

CARRIED 

 

 

12.9 ADOPTION OF COUNCIL POLICIES  

 

File No Council Policies 

Author Manager Governance & Safety 

 

 

Purpose 

To present the following Council Policies for consideration and adoption:  

 

• Receipt of Donations Policy 

• Cemeteries Policy 

• Gifts and Benefits Policy 

• Footpath Trading and Structures Policy 

 

Background/Discussion 

Council Policies are required to be formally adopted by Council.  They provide 

direction to achieve a strategic objective based on legislative requirements or service 

provision.   Policies are to be reviewed whenever required or after three years.  

 

Mackay Regional Council (MRC) is undertaking a review of all Council Policies for 

which the review period has been reached, or is close to being reached, to ensure that 

they are still relevant and up to date.  The process involves a review by the relevant 

program manager, circulation to the Management Team for consultation and 

subsequent submission to the Strategy, Leadership & Performance Team (SLPT) for 
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endorsement, prior to presentation to Council for adoption.  Policies which have an 

implication on employee benefits and entitlements are also pre-circulated to the Joint 

Consultative Committee which includes Union representatives for their feedback. 

 

Consultation and Communication 

As part of the review process consultation has been undertaken with relevant 

stakeholders including the relevant program manager, other members of the 

management team and SLPT.   

 

Resource Implications 

The implementation of these Policies will not require any additional resources beyond 

those currently budgeted for. 

 

Risk Management Implications 

There were no risk management implications identified in regards to the proposed 

Policies. 

 

Conclusion 

It is recommended that Council adopt the Policies listed above.  

 

Officer's Recommendation 

THAT the following Council Policies be adopted: 

 

• Receipt of Donations Policy 

• Cemeteries Policy 

• Gifts and Benefits Policy 

• Footpath Trading and Structures Policy 

 

 

Council Resolution 

 

THAT the Officer's Recommendation be adopted. 

 

Moved Cr Paton Seconded Cr Casey 

 

CARRIED 
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12.10 PROCUREMENT POLICY  

 

Author Manager Procurement & Plant 

 

 

Purpose 

To present to Council for adoption a revised Procurement Policy. 

 

Background/Discussion 

Pursuant to Section 198 of the Local Government Regulations 2012, a local 

government must prepare and adopt a policy about procurement (a procurement 

policy).  This policy must be reviewed annually. 

   

In Council’s existing Procurement Policy, reference is made to the development of 

competitive local business and industry.  The existing Policy has a strong emphasis on 

support for local business. 

 

Local business is defined as “a supplier of goods, services or works whose primary 

office is within Council's local government area (i.e. a workshop or office and 

permanent employees residing in the Council region) (as determined by Council in the 

event of any dispute). 

 

For purchases of between $0 - $200,000 requiring quotation, Council sources quotes 

from local businesses in the first instance.  If a local business cannot meet Council's 

requirements, or supply the goods or services requested, or provide value for money to 

Council, only then will Council source a quotation from suppliers other than local 

businesses. 

 

For Large Sized Contractual Arrangements (over $200,000) which involve a Tender 

process, if following the tender assessment process (including mandatory and scoring 

criteria assessment), a local business is not the preferred contractor, Council applies a 

price adjustment on a discretionary basis to avail the local business the opportunity to 

be awarded the contract. Such pricing adjustment is on a sliding scale matrix 

arrangement based on overall contract value.  Council also applies a similar pricing 

adjustment to recognise a Regional Supplier (within the Isaac or Whitsunday Regional 

Council areas) where a local business is not preferred. 

 

Such commitment is in recognition of the wider economic impact that support for local 

businesses has, and the importance of investing in business that invest in Mackay. 

 

For the 2016/2017 Financial Year, Council utilised the local price advantage for 

evaluation purposes, which resulted in five tenders ultimately being awarded to local 

businesses that would have gone to firms based outside the Council area.  This equates 

to an additional cost of $308,262 to Council to support various local businesses. 

 

For the 2017/2018 Financial Year to-date, Council has not had any additional spend in 

supporting local businesses in tenders awarded. 
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After internal review, it is proposed to make a number of minor administrative 

amendments to the Procurement Policy, to line up with current operational procedures.  

These amendments do not change the rationale of support for local businesses, which 

are proposed to continue. 

 

Consultation and Communication 

Consultation was undertaken between Council’s Procurement and Plant Program, 

Organisational Services Department, Engineering and Commercial Infrastructure 

Department, Community and Client Services Department, Development Services 

Department and Senior Legal Counsel. 

 

Council Briefing sessions occurred on 23 November 2016 and 12 July 2017. 

 

Resource Implications 

Any application of the pricing adjustment via the matrix will be considered by Council 

at time of application, and is discretionary. The wider economic impact of such an 

action will be considered at time of application against any extra cost. 

 

Risk Management Implications 

In consulting, legal advice for legislative compliance, and containing a clear process 

through a Policy framework, associated risk matters have been considered. 

 

Conclusion 

Maintenance of the Procurement Policy to continue the support for local business is 

seen as a clear message from Council that is it investing in the businesses that invest in 

Mackay. 

 

Officer's Recommendation 

THAT Council hereby adopts the revised Procurement Policy No 5, maintaining 

provisions for enhanced support for local businesses. 

 

 

The Chief Executive Officer spoke to the report and referenced that Cr Bonaventura 

had queried the Table on Page 327 of the agenda.  The table has been in the Policy for a 

long time, but doesn’t accurately reflect in the wording how the process operates 

regarding the percentages.  CEO provided a suggested change to Councillors, which 

with the administrative changes as noted in the report will accurately reflect what the 

process is.   

 

Cr Bonaventura thanked the CEO for doing those changes and asked for confirmation 

that the amendments will be incorporated in the final adopted policy document. 

 

The Mayor confirmed that the amended table will be included in the final adopted 

Policy (page 10 of 18) document within the Ordinary meeting minutes. 
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Council Resolution 

 

THAT the Officer's Recommendation be adopted. 

 

Moved Cr Bonaventura Seconded Cr Walker 

 

CARRIED 

 

 

12.11 RENEWAL OF LEASE - SLADE POINT RUGBY UNION CLUB INC 

AND SLADE POINT AMATEUR ATHLETICS CLUB INC    

 

File No 004258-443-CPCi 

Author Manager Property Services 

 

 

Purpose 

To approve the lease renewal of Slade Point Rugby Union Inc and Slade Point Amateur 

Athletics Club Inc for an area of 3.15Ha being Lot 443 on CPCi4258, 6 Wren Street, 

Slade Point for a period of ten years. 

 

Background/Discussion 

Mackay Regional Council is the trustee of Park and Recreation Reserve 834, Lot 443 

on CPCi4258 situated at 6 Wren Street Slade Point. 

 

Slade Point Rugby Union Club (SPRU) and Slade Point Amateur Athletics Club (SPA) 

share a joint lease and have done so for at least the past 20 years.  SPRU were officially 

formed in 1973, they currently have approx. 300 members and have won the most 

amount of premierships of any rugby club in the region.  The Club have also had 

numerous representatives at Mackay, North Queensland, Queensland Country, 

Queensland and National levels. 

 

SPA officially formed in 1965 and was the first athletics club in the Mackay Region, 

and have had over 2000 members over time. The club have had members compete for 

Australia at Oceania Games, Commonwealth Games and the Olympics including Cathy 

Freeman, Benita Willis and Caitlin Willis just to name a few.  They also have an 

agreement with Mackay Athletics Club who are moving to the new facility at CQ 

University, for SPA members to use the tartan track and the Mackay athletics will be 

able to use the grass/turf track at Slade Point. 

 

The grounds are used for Track and Field coaching sessions, with the centre part of the 

oval utilised by SPRU.  The shared use and relationship between the two clubs has 

grown over the years and together they share the amenities, canteen and other buildings 

on site. 

 

The grounds are well utilised by at least six schools within the Mackay region to hold 

their sports carnivals, and together the two clubs will be looking at improving the 
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existing amenities and clubhouse to better cater for school carnivals, weekend usage 

and games. 

 

According to Section 236 (c) (iii) of the Local Government Regulation 2012, “a local 

government may dispose of a valuable non-current asset other than by tender or auction 

if – the disposal is for the purpose of renewing the lease of land to the existing tenant of 

the land.”  Therefore, Council is not required to re-tender this before leasing the 

property. 

 

Consultation and Communication 

Consultation has occurred between representatives of both SPRU and SPA, Lease 

Officer – Property and Manager Property Services. 

 

Resource Implications 

All costs incurred in respect to the preparation and lodgement of the lease 

documentation to be borne by the Tenants. 

 

The lease will be a standard ‘trustee’ lease inclusive of peppercorn rental of $50.00 plus 

GST per annum and other like conditions. 

 

Risk Management Implications 

The Clubs have occupied and maintained this site for many years. Should the lease not 

be renewed, both the community and region would not be able to benefit from the 

opportunities that arise from such groups. 

 

Conclusion 

That the renewal of the lease to Slade Point Rugby Union Club and Slade Point 

Amateur Athletics Club who have shown a long term commitment to the land, its 

infrastructure and the local community is the most advantageous outcome to Council. 

 

The lease will be signed under delegation once finalised. 
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Officer's Recommendation 

THAT Council resolves-  

 

A. THAT an exemption applies under Section 236 (c) (iii) of the Local 

Government Regulation 2012, “a local government may dispose of a valuable 

non-current asset other than by tender or auction if – the disposal is for the 

purpose of renewing the lease of land to the existing tenant of the land.”   

 

B. AND THAT Council approve a new lease to Slade Point Rugby Union Inc and 

Slade Point Amateur Athletics Club Inc for an area of 3.15Ha being Lot 443 on 

CPCi4258, 6 Wren Street, Slade Point for a period of ten years with such lease to 

commence from date of signing and be a standard ‘community’ lease inclusive of 

peppercorn rental of $50.00 plus GST per annum. 

 

 

10:45am -Cr Walker declared Perceived Conflict of Interest and left the 

chambers. 

 

 

Council Resolution 

 

THAT the Officer's Recommendation be adopted. 

 

Moved Cr Casey Seconded Cr Bonaventura 

 

 

Cr Paton queried subleasing arrangements and application of rating discount for Not for 

Profit groups applying to all.  

 

Chief Executive Officer confirmed both clubs clearly understood that doing as 

proposed as a joint venture that they are still eligible for the concession as a Not-Profit.   

 

Cr Casey noted that both of the clubs have done a wonderful job looking after the 

grounds and this is a good outcome for them both. 

 

CARRIED 

 

 

10:47 am- Cr Walker returned to the chambers 
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12.12 NEW LEASE - MACKAY WANDERERS FOOTBALL CLUB - LOT 

12 ON RP892821    

 

File No 892821-012-RP 

Author Manager Property Services 

 

 

Purpose 

To approve the surrender of the existing lease to Mackay Wanderers Football Club Inc 

for an area of approximately 6.782Ha and to approve a new lease to Mackay Wanderers 

Football Club for an area of approximately 7.853Ha being part of Lot 12 on RP892821, 

98B Broomdykes Drive, Beaconsfield for a period of twelve years. 

 

Background/Discussion 

Mackay Regional Council (Council) is the trustee of Park and Recreational Reserve Lot 

12 on RP892831 situated at 98B Broomdykes Drive Beaconsfield.  

 

Council leases an approximate area of 6.782 hectares of Lot 12 on RP892831 (the Head 

Lease) to Mackay Wanderers Football Club Inc (Wanderers). The lease commenced on 

1 August 2009 and expires on 31 July 2029.  

 

Wanderers sub-lease an approximate area 2.746 hectares of the Head Lease to Northern 

Suburbs Cricket Club (Mackay) Inc, (Norths Cricket) (the Sub-lease). The sub-lease 

also commenced on 1 August 2009 and expires on 31 July 2029. 

 

On the 14 June 2017 Council Officers from the Property Services and Sports & 

Recreational programs met with committee members of Wanderers and North Cricket.  

The members jointly sought consent to include a larger area of Lot 12 on RP892831, 

being 7.853 hectares, to provide a new cricket pitch and shared training areas.  

 

It is proposed that this larger area of Lot 12 on RP892831 would be leased via a Head 

Lease to Wanderers with the new area now totalling 3.772 hectares being Sub-leased to 

Norths Cricket and commence from date of signing and expire as per the original lease 

agreements on 31 July 2029.  

 

According to Section 236 (c) (iii) of the Local Government Regulation 2012, “a local 

government may dispose of a valuable non-current asset other than by tender or auction 

if – the disposal is for the purpose of renewing the lease of land to the existing tenant of 

the land.”  Therefore, Council is not required to re-tender this before leasing the 

property. 

 

Consultation and Communication 

Consultation has occurred with representatives of both Wanderers and Norths Cricket, 

Lease Officer – Property Services, Supervisor Land Operations – Property Services, 

Manager Property Services, Sport & Recreation Officer – Community Lifestyle and 

Operational Forward Parks Planner – Parks, Environment and Sustainability. 
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Consultative notification was also provided to the adjoining property owners, of the 

new lease area, by Property Services, with no issues or objections being received. 

 

Resource Implications 

All costs incurred in respect to the preparation and lodgement of the lease 

documentation to be borne by the Tenants. 

 

The lease and sublease will be a standard ‘trustee’ lease inclusive of peppercorn rental 

of $50.00 plus GST per annum and other like conditions. 

 

Risk Management Implications 

The Clubs have occupied and maintained this site for many years, and currently use the 

additional area.  The new lease and sublease agreements will formalise and reflect the 

Clubs current usage of this area. 

 

Conclusion 

That surrendering and approving new lease agreements with Mackay Wanderers 

Football Club Inc and Sublease to Northern Suburbs Cricket Club (Mackay) who have 

shown a long-term commitment to the land, its infrastructure and the local community, 

is the most advantageous outcome to Council. 

 

Power to sublease a trustee lease subject to the written approval of the Minister is 

authorised under delegation. 

 

The lease will be signed under delegation once finalised. 
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Officer's Recommendation 

THAT Council resolves – 

 

A.  THAT an exemption applies under Section 236 (c) (iii) of the Local 

Government Regulation 2012, “a local government may dispose of a 

valuable non-current asset other than by tender or auction if – the 

disposal is for the purpose of renewing the lease of land to the existing 

tenant of the land.”   

 

B.  AND THAT Council approves the Surrender of the existing lease to 

Mackay Wanderers Football Club Inc over part of Lot 12 on RP892821, 

98B Broomdykes Drive, Beaconsfield. 

 

C.  AND FURTHER THAT Council then approve a new lease for a term of 

twelve years to Mackay Wanderers Football Club Inc for an area of 

approx. 7.853Ha being part of Lot 12 on RP892821, 98B Broomdykes 

Drive, Beaconsfield, with such lease to commence from the date of 

signing and be a standard ‘trustee’ lease inclusive of peppercorn rental 

of $50.00 plus GST per annum and be subject to the approval of the 

Department of Natural Resources and Mines.   

 

Council Resolution 

 

THAT the Officer's Recommendation be adopted. 

 

Moved Cr Casey  Seconded Cr Paton 

 

 

Cr Casey commented that the clubs have historically done a wonderful job looking after 

the grounds. 

 

CARRIED 
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12.13 PERMANENT ROAD CLOSURE APPLICATION:  VELLAS ROAD, 

MARIAN     

 

File No 1/RP726555,1/RP726314 & 1&2/RP732658 

Author MANAGER PROPERTY SERVICES  

 

 

Purpose 

To provide support for a Permanent Road Closure application submitted by Mackay 

Surveys on behalf of their client to the Department of Natural Resources and Mines 

(“DNRM”). The road closure is for an unformed section of Vella’s Road, Marian with 

an approximate area of 1.678 hectares.    

 

The road closure area will be amalgamated with the adjoining existing Lot 1 and 2 on 

RP732658 and Lot 1 on RP726555 for proposed reconfiguration to Lots 21-24 as 

detailed in Drawing 170176. 

 

Background/Discussion 

Mackay Regional Council (“Council”) received a Permanent Road Closure request 

from Mackay Surveys on behalf of the Applicant seeking Council consent to the 

permanent road closure of an unformed section of Vella’s Road, Marian with an 

approximate area of 1.678 hectares.  

 

The mentioned unformed road reserve is used by the applicant as open space and 

grazing.  

 

Closure of the road reserve is supported and Development Assessment staff have 

provided support for a proposed development application, subject to full review of 

complete proposal, which provides for reconfiguration of Lot 1 and 2 on RP732658 and 

Lot 1 on RP726555 and the road reserve area into proposed new Lots 21 to 24 and new 

Easement C for access purposes.  The overall reconfiguration will result in the creation 

of 4 lots from 4 existing lots.  This is shown in RPS Proposed Reconfiguration - 

Drawing No 17016-P, attached.  

 

The road closure area is a gazetted unformed road reserve which provides legal access 

to the lots related to this road closure application.  Following creation of new Lots 21 to 

24 all properties will maintain a lawful access point including new Lot 22 by proposed 

Easement C.  

 

The matter was considered by the Land and Road Use Committee on 10 August 2017 

with the committee supporting the permanent road closure application, subject to 

provision of continued legal access to proposed new lots 21 to 24.   

 

The purpose of the area of closure, if agreed, is for inclusion into the new lots being 

created, including proposed Easement C. 
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Consultation and Communication 

Consultation with the Land and Road Use Committee occurred on 10 August 2017.  

The committee consists of Manager Technical Services, Manager Strategic Planning, 

Principal Planner - South, Planning Officer, Central Area Maintenance Coordinator, 

Manager Planning and Sustainability, Project Manager Water Infrastructure Delivery, 

Legal Counsel, Manager Development Engineering, and Manager Parks, Environment 

& Sustainability.  Additional consultation was also had with the Manager Development 

Assessment and Mackay Surveys on behalf of the Applicant. 

 

Resource Implications 

All costs associated with this matter will be borne by the Applicant. 

 

Risk Management Implications 

Should the areas of road not be permanently closed Council may need to maintain the 

section of unformed road and accept all current and future liability associated with such 

maintenance. 

 

Conclusion 

That the application for proposed permanent road closure for the approximately area of 

1.678 hectares of the unformed Vellas Road, Marian has no adverse impact on 

Council’s current or future road reserve requirements or adjoining property legal 

access. 

 

Officer's Recommendation 

THAT the Committee offer no objection to Mackay Surveys submitting an 

application to the Department of Natural Resources and Mines on behalf of their 

client, for the closure of an approximately area of 1.678 hectares unformed 

section of Vellas Road, Marian for amalgamation with the adjoining existing Lot 

1 and 2 on RP732658 and Lot 1 on RP726555 for proposed reconfiguration to 

Lots 21-24, as detailed in Drawing 170176-P. 

 

 

Council Resolution 

 

THAT the Officer's Recommendation be adopted. 

 

Moved Cr Bonaventura Seconded Cr Paton 

 

CARRIED 
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12.14 COMMUNITY AND CLIENT SERVICES MONTHLY REVIEW 1 - 

30 SEPTEMBER 2017    

 

Author Director Community and Client Services 

 

 

Purpose 

Attached is a copy of the Community and Client Services Monthly Review for the 

period  

1 - 30 September 2017. 

 

Officer's Recommendation 

THAT the Community and Client Services Monthly Review covering the month 

of September 2017 be received. 

 

 

The Chief Executive Officer spoke to the report, highlighting the recent trip to our 

Sister City, Matsurra.  He also highlighted the teams involved in the Elton John 

Concert, and the Cyclone Debbie Action Plan. 

 

Cr Paton queried whether within the River and Rain Alert Stations there are allowances 

for Kinchant Dam and Sandy Creek Catchments? 

 

CEO stated that there has been 2 gauge lines placed on the station at Antoney’s 

Crossing near Kinchant Dam, 1 upstream and 1 downstream of the causeway, allowing 

better monitoring of flooding of this crossing.   

 

CEO asked the Director Community & Client Services to clarify the Sandy Creek area, 

and she Sandy Creek is not in the current planned stations. The Bureau of Metrology is 

attending Mackay in November regarding the commissioning of the new stations, and 

would also be conducting some radio path works to find out where the best place in 

Sandy Creek might be for future stations. 

 

Cr Bonaventura requested confirmation that within the Community Engagement 

activities, names of the Mayor on the attendance at the Sarina Pool Information Session 

and himself at the 10 September Lamberts Beach session were not on the list and 

understands the lists have been amended. 

 

The Mayor and Director Community & Client Services confirmed the amendments had 

been made and would be reflected in the minutes. 

 

Cr Bonventura queried the Pool Inspections carried out for the month and that 2 out of 

3 pools were found to be non-compliant.  He finds it very concerning and needs to be 

aware of the high risks non-compliant pools are, noting the time of year approaching.  

He also queried how many commercial pools are in the Mackay area, have staff ever 

done a blitz and does Council have a trigger point to carryout a blitz, noting the 2 out of 

3 failures from last month? 
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Chief Executive Officer responded that there are 67 licenced pools in the region.  

Council hasn’t conducted a pool inspection blitz previously.  The inspections are 

usually carried out when Environmental Health Officers are attending the premises for 

other reasons e.g. Food Inspections.  The non-compliance issues were only minor, ph 

level too low and faded sign wording, but it shows that our reporting on non-

compliance drills downs to those levels.  For more serious non-compliance issues e.g. 

fencing concerns, these are referred directly to the Compliance Officers with a High 

Priority for immediate inspections.  Confirmed that if discovering major compliance 

issues at several commercial pools, then the Environmental Health Officers would 

accelerate inspections.  

 

Cr Bonaventura queried if the commercial pools are inspected on a rotation? 

 

CEO asked the Director Community and Client Services to clarify and she stated that 

most commercial pools have a licenced food area as well.  If Officers are carrying out 

other compliance actions on the other licenced areas of the property, they conduct pool 

inspections at the same time.  Confirmed that there has been no blitz carried out and 

there is no rotating policy on pool inspections.  The statistics show that the compliance 

is generally very good and confirmed that if multiple or major non-compliances were 

being found when visiting the food premises, then the Program would look at another 

strategy to deal with that. 

 

Cr Bonaventura assumed that 3 inspections would be a low number for the month and 

based on this it would take a long time to get around to inspect 67. 

 

Director Community and Client Services stated that pools were incidental to the actual 

food premises that Council are licencing and inspecting.  If a pool is at the same 

location as a food premises, then it will be inspected for non-compliance. 

 

The Mayor noted Cr Bonaventura’s point and coming up to summer swimming season 

requested Director Community & Client Services to review the inspections and 

compliance of pools and requested a briefing to Council. 

 

Cr Walker requested clarification on the Advertising, Marketing and PR spend.  Does 

that include all labour costs from all sections of Council?  

 

Chief Executive Officer confirmed that labour costs have not been included in that line 

item, and that these would come out of the Wages Budget.  Confirmed that over the last 

12 months Council, via a minimal restructure, consolidated all of the ad hoc spends and 

all advertising etc. are run through Corporate Communications Program. 

 

Cr Casey queried when the Elton John Avenue signage would be removed from Casey 

Avenue? 

 

The Mayor confirmed that it will be removed shortly and naming returned to Casey 

Avenue. 
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Council Resolution 

 

THAT the Officers recommendation be adopted. 

 

Moved Cr Mann (nee Fordham) Seconded Cr Bonaventura 

 

 

Cr Mann reiterated CEO’s comments regarding Matsurra visit attending by Cr Camm 

and Director Community & Client Services, that it was very respectful and well 

attended.  Cr Mann noted that 2019 marks 30th Anniversary of the Sister City 

relationship with Mackay and discussions will be taking place on how best to celebrate 

this important relationship.  A new wombat sculpture has been added to the public art 

installation in the Northern Foyer at the MECC, being undertaken by a local artist 

Adriaan Vanderlugt.  She also acknowledged the inclusion of the new table in the 

report noting the number of Active SES members. 

 

CARRIED 

 

 

12.15 ANIMAL MANAGEMENT STRATEGY     

 

Author Manager Health and Regulatory Services 

 

 

Purpose 

To seek Council adoption of the Animal Management Strategy 2017-2021. 

 

Background/Discussion 

The Animal Management Strategy will guide the Mackay region’s management of 

animals, specifically dogs and cats, for the next 5 years.  It will be an instrument for 

promoting and enhancing responsible pet ownership, while helping animal owners 

understand their responsibilities and informing the community about Council’s role and 

future priorities regarding animal management. 

 

The plan identifies key issues of animal management within the Mackay region: 

 

1. Improving the number of animals registered 

2. Continuing to promote responsible pet ownership to further enhance the 

communities attitude towards animal ownership 

3. Continue to develop innovative and proactive approaches to the Animal 

Management Centre 

4. Maintaining staff professionalism, service levels and interactions with the 

community 
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1. Animal Registration 

 

This is a key initiative of the Animal Management Strategy, as it assists council officers 

to locate owners of lost pets.  Analysis of regional animal benchmark surveys and 

Animal Management Centre records indicate that there are opportunities to improve the 

numbers of registered dogs and cats.  Funds gathered from registrations support animal 

management operations.  These operations contribute towards the community’s health 

and wellbeing by improving public safety through education and encouragement of 

responsible pet ownership.  

 

2. Responsible Pet Ownership 

 

The community’s expectation regarding responsible pet ownership is for pet owners to 

take care of their pets to ensure they are educated and cared for so they live in harmony 

with other community members and animals.  To assist the community with these 

responsibilities, Council is involved with the following initiatives 

 

• Provision of public off-leash areas 

• Effective and safe animal handling  

• Management of barking dog complaints 

• Investigation of dog attacks 

• Proactive patrols 

• Responsible pet ownership education at schools 

 

The strategy outlines these initiatives to inform the public of the importance of 

responsible pet ownership. 

 

3. Develop innovative and proactive approaches to the Animal Management Centre 

 

The Animal Management Centre is a critical resource used by Council, which not only 

assists with Council’s legislative obligations towards animal management but also 

provides a safe and secure enclosure for lost or escaped animals. 

 

Operation of the Animal Management Centre needs to meet the requirements of the 

community and be maintained with available council resources.  This strategy supports 

the exploration of further initiatives and operational efficiencies to ensure the Animal 

Management Centre adequately keeps pace with an increasing population and the 

region’s animal ownership rates. 

 

4. Enhance staff professionalism, service levels and interactions with the community 

 

Animals play an integral part in the lives of many people in the community.  It is 

important that Council recognises this while conducting its legislative obligations in a 

professional and legal fashion.  Council acknowledges that properly motivated and 

trained staff are required to meet the service demands of the community in the Mackay 

region.  Training and professional development of Officers enable accurate and 

confident service delivery. 
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Consultation and Communication 

Comprehensive consultation was undertaken in the development of the Animal 

Management Strategy.  This included one on one meetings with key local animal 

groups, emails, social media and consultation through the Connecting Mackay 

engagement platform. 

 

A dedicated site for the draft Animal Management Strategy was created on Connecting 

Mackay.  This allowed the community to view the strategy, complete a survey and 

provide comments and suggestions regarding the Animal Management Strategy and 

Council’s animal management operations. 

 

There was a total of 558 visits to the page.  The Animal Management Strategy was 

downloaded 133 times and 124 people contributed feedback via the survey format. 

 

The most commented topic was in relation to education about responsible pet 

ownership and ensuring Council’s animal management operations are appropriate to 

respond to Council’s animal related responsibilities.  Council’s education programs and 

school initiatives about pet ownership received positive feedback. 

 

Resource Implications 

The Animal Management Strategy includes initiatives and actions to review animal 

management operations, the Animal Management Centre and community education. 

 

Improvements in these areas will enhance efficiency and transparency, and ensure 

Council can continue to provide its legislative obligations to a growing region. 

 

New or refurbishment of capital and any additional changes to operations that require 

additional budget will be considered through Council's annual budget process. 

 

Risk Management Implications 

By adopting the Animal Management Strategy, Council can actively demonstrate how 

it mitigates risks to the community and Council from animal related matters involving 

dogs and cats, including: 

 

• Maintaining and exploring initiatives which promote responsible pet ownership 

• Assessing current Animal Management Centre operations to ensure they meet 

population growth and service level expectations of the region 

• Ensuring that current resources are aligned to maximise efficiency and that the 

environment remains safe for the community 

• Providing a public document, which increases transparency regarding Council’s 

animal management operations 

 

Conclusion 

The Animal Management Strategy will act as a mechanism to promote and enhance 

responsible pet ownership.  Following a comprehensive public consultation process, the 
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final Animal Management Strategy will assist the community to understand Council’s 

and the community’s responsibilities, whilst identifying Council’s future priorities. 

 

Officer's Recommendation 

THAT Council adopts the Animal Management Strategy 2017-2021. 

 

Council Resolution 

 

THAT the Officers Recommendation be adopted. 

 

Moved Cr Mann (nee Fordham) Seconded Cr Walker 

 

 

Cr Mann stated that it is a good strategy, and really highlights and promotes Council’s 

message of responsible pet ownership.  The Strategy was created with input of all major 

stakeholders.   

 

CARRIED 

 

 

12.16 PLANNING SCHEME POLICY - MAKING A PLANNING SCHEME 

POLICY ON OPEN SPACE FOR MACKAY REGION PLANNING 

SCHEME  

 

Author Manager Strategic Planning 

 

 

Purpose 

The purpose of this report is for Council to consider whether to make a Planning 

Scheme Policy (PSP) on Open Space in accordance with Section 22 of the Planning Act 

2016 (the Planning Act) and Chapter 3, Part 1 of the Minister’s Guidelines and Rules 

(the Minister’s Rules). 

 

Background/Discussion 

The Mackay Region Planning Scheme (version 1.0) was adopted by Council on 28 June 

2017 and commenced on 24 July 2017.  Council adopted Administrative and Alignment 

Amendments to the planning scheme on 26 July 2017 to be compliant with the 

Planning Act and the Mackay Region Planning Scheme (version 1.1) commenced on 31 

July 2017. 

 

According to section 22 of the Planning Act, a local government may make (or amend) 

a PSP by following the process in the Minister’s Rules. 

 

The planning scheme can include PSPs for all or part of a local government area.  

Existing PSPs are included in Schedule 6 to the Mackay Region Planning Scheme.  
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A PSP is a local planning instrument made by the Council.  These are used to set out 

policies that support – 

(i) planning and development assessment policies under the planning scheme; 

(ii) an action by a local government in making or amending local planning 

instruments; and 

(iii) an action by a local government under the development assessment system. 

 e.g. a planning scheme policy might deal with how landscaping frontages should 

be applied to main roads, or how carparking areas should be constructed. 

 

It is recommended that Council makes a PSP dealing with its Open Space strategy and 

standards.  The proposed Open Space PSP would apply to all development that triggers 

provision of open space, and would be used when assessing development applications.  

The policy would support the creation of parks that meet the recreational needs of 

existing and future residents within the Mackay region. 

 

The intent and purpose of the Open Space PSP would thus be to: 

(i) Ensure a sufficient supply of functional and accessible open space to meet the 

recreational and sport needs of the community, 

(ii) Set objectives and standards for provision of public open space to satisfy 

assessment criteria in the planning scheme; and 

(iii) Ensure that public open space assets meet required standards of service. 

 

The process to make a PSP is set out in Chapter 3, Part 1 of the Minister’s Rules as 

follows: 

 

“2. Planning and preparation  
2.1 The local government must decide to make a PSP or amend a PSP.  

2.2 The local government must prepare the proposed PSP or PSP 

amendment.  

 

3. Public consultation  

3.1 The local government must carry out public consultation on the 

proposed PSP or PSP amendment for a period of at least 20 days.  

3.2 Public notice must be given in accordance with the Act and the 

requirements prescribed in Schedule 4.  

3.3 The local government must consider every properly made submission 

about the proposed PSP or PSP amendment.  

3.4 At the end of public consultation, the local government must prepare 

a consultation report about how the local government has dealt with 

properly made submissions, which is-  

a) provided to each person who made a properly made 

submission; and  

b) available to view and download on the local government’s 

website; or  

c) available to inspect and purchase in each of the local 

government’s offices.  

 

4. Changing a proposed PSP or PSP amendment 

4.1 The local government may make changes to the proposed PSP or PSP 

amendment to-  
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a) address issues raised in submissions;  

b) amend a drafting error; or  

c) address new or changed planning circumstances or 

information. 

4.2 If the local government makes changes to the proposed PSP or PSP 

amendment and the change results in the proposed PSP or PSP 

amendment being significantly different to the version released for 

public consultation, the local government must repeat the public 

consultation. 

4.3 The local government may choose to limit the public consultation to 

only those aspects of the proposed PSP or PSP amendment that have 

changed. 

4.4 Where consultation has been repeated, the local government must 

take the actions required under 3.3 and 3.4 for the repeated 

consultation. 

 

5. Adoption  

5.1 After completing the relevant actions under this part, the local 

government must decide to adopt or not to proceed with the proposed 

PSP or PSP amendment.  

5.2 Public notice about the decision must be given in accordance with the 

requirements in the Act and as prescribed in Schedule 5.  

5.3 The local government must, within 10 days of giving public notice 

under this section, give the chief executive-  

a) a copy of the public notice; and  

b) if adopted, a certified copy of the PSP as adopted or amended, 

including - 

i. an electronic copy of the amendment or instrument; and  

ii. a copy of all electronic planning scheme spatial data files 

(mapping), relevant to the PSP.” 

 

Consultation and Communication 

In accordance with Chapter 3, Part 1 of the Minister’s Rules the process for making a 

PSP includes public consultation.  Public consultation must be for a period of at least 

20 days and must include giving public notice. 

 

Public consultation will be undertaken in accordance with the Minister’s Rules once the 

proposed Open Space PSP is prepared. 

 

Resource Implications 

The process of making the Open Space PSP will be managed by Strategic Planning 

with the assistance of external advice as needed.  Continual input from internal program 

areas, notably Parks, Environment and Sustainability, is anticipated in making the PSP. 

 

All resource requirements relating to the making of the PSP will be accommodated 

within the respective council program areas. 
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Budget Implications 

 

All costs associated with the making of an Open Space PSP are accommodated within 

the Council budget, which includes any external consultant to advise on the approach 

and content of the open space policy. 

 

Risk Management Implications 

The Mackay Region Planning Scheme requires an Open Space PSP that provides clear 

and consistent policy direction, minimum standards and requirements regarding the 

provision of open space when assessing and approving development.  The absence of 

such a PSP will result in inconsistent outcomes and provision of open space that do not 

meet the recreation and sporting needs of the resident population. 

 

Conclusion 

The making and adoption of an Open Space Planning Scheme Policy to support the 

Mackay Region Planning Scheme will provide clear policy direction when assessing 

development and support an open space and park network that meet the needs of the 

existing and future population. 

 

It is recommended that Council decides to make a PSP to deal with Open Space in 

accordance with Step 2.1 of the Minister’s Rules. 

 

Officer's Recommendation 

THAT Council decides to make a planning scheme policy in relation to Open 

Space in accordance with section 22 of the Planning Act 2016 and Chapter 3, Part 

1 of the Minister's Guidelines and Rules under the Planning Act 2016. 

 

Council Resolution 

 

THAT the Officers Recommendation be adopted. 

 

Moved Cr Walker Seconded Cr Mann (nee Fordham) 

 

CARRIED 
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13. RECEIPT OF PETITIONS: 

13.1 PETITION - REQUEST FOR SEALING OF CAMELZULIS ROAD 

AND GLENORA DRIVE BALNAGOWAN    

 

Author Chief Executive Officer 

 

 

Purpose 

A petition was received by Council on the 4 October 2017 and relates to a request for 

Council to include in the short-term planning program that Camelzulis Road and 

Glenora Drive be upgraded to have a sealed surface (bitumen) to reduce/eliminate the 

high level of dust pollution. 

 

Background/Discussion 

In terms of Council’s Standing Orders Council has three options with regard to 

Petitions that are tabled and these are; 

 

• the petition be received and consideration stand as an order of the day for the 

meeting; or for a future meeting; or 

• the petition be received and referred to a committee or officer for consideration 

and a report to the local government; or 

• the petition not be received. 

 

Under the Terms of Reference for Council’s Standing Committees, petitions may be 

referred to the Committee from the Ordinary meeting of Council for investigation or 

action, with the Ordinary meeting rather than individual Committee meetings being the 

appropriate forum for initial tabling of any petition. 

 

In the attached letter, residents state a number of issues related to their request for road 

sealing some of which are: dust pollution which affects their drinking water and solar 

panels, loose rocks which cause cracked windscreens and damage to cars, rough 

surfaces at the railway crossing and they also comment that the drain pipes are too 

small to handle wet weather resulting in road washouts. 

 

The petition does not quite meet the requirements as per the Standing Orders, in that it 

only has 18 signature rather than 25 but is being put forward for Council's 

consideration.  It is noted that a similar petition was received by Council and was tabled 

at an Ordinary Meeting on the 25 February 2015.  After consideration, the request was 

rejected given that the road standard is commensurate with requirements for roads in 

rural areas and the existing traffic volumes.  

 

Consultation and Communication 

That the petitioners, through the lead petitioner, be informed that Council 

acknowledges receipt of the Petition and that it has been accepted as a formal 
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submission.  The issues raised will be addressed in a report to be tabled before Council 

in the future. 

 

Resource Implications 

NIL at this stage as the recommendation relates only to the preparation of a report on 

the matter. 

 

Risk Management Implications 

NIL. 

 

Conclusion 

Despite the petition containing only 18 signatures rather than the 25 minimum set by 

Council's Standing Orders, it is suggested that Council accepts the petition and that the 

petition matter be investigated and referred to the Engineering and Commercial 

Infrastructure Committee for further consideration. 

 

Officer's Recommendation 

THAT the petition be received and referred to the Director Engineering and 

Commercial Infrastructure to investigate and report back to the Engineering and 

Commercial Infrastructure Committee. 

 

 

Cr Casey queried whether the Petition should be accepted as a similar petition was 

received in February 2015 and without any major changes assumed the result will be 

exactly the same if the traffic count had not changed significantly.  Would be stopping 

from putting our staff through a needless work and investigation to come back with the 

same result. 

 

Chief Executive Officer stated that it was discussed and it was decided to receive the 

petition.  Officers would review the data that was compiled previously and without any 

major changes in circumstances likely to come back with a similar report. 

 

Cr Bonaventura stated that the only reason Council would accept a second petition on 

this road would be if it was substantially different circumstances.  Noting that there are 

points around health issues, queried if that was in the previous petition. 

 

Chief Executive Officer asked the Director Engineering & Commercial Infrastructure 

to clarify and he advised that he couldn’t recall if the health issues formed part of the 

previous petition. 

 

The Mayor queried if a different Motion was being considered.  

 

Crs Casey and Bonaventura stated that they were happy to accept it. 
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Cr Bella questioned the standard number of signatures required for a Petition to be 

accepted is 25, this has only 18 signatures and where does the line get drawn?  Also, 

did the previous Petition for this road have the 25 signatures.  Without being 

bureaucratic the number isn’t onerous, and is quite reasonable. 

 

Chief Executive Officer confirmed that a previous petition with 21 signatures had been 

accepted not long ago.  CEO made a discretional call to allow the petition and being 

very conscience about Council being transparent and allowing people the right to put in 

a petition.   

 

 

Cr Bonaventura raised a Procedural Motion: 

 

THAT the Petition lay on the table pending further information. 

 

CARRIED 

 

Crs Gee, Paton and Walker recorded their vote against the Motion. 

 

 

14. TENDERS: 

14.1 MRC 2017-003 PANEL OF PREFERRED SUPPLIERS FOR PLANT 

AND EQUIPMENT WITH OPERATOR    

 

File No MRC 2017-003 

Author Manager Procurement & Plant 

 

 

Purpose 

To present to Council for approval, tenders submitted for MRC 2017-003 Panel of 

Preferred Suppliers for Plant and Equipment with Operator. 

 

Background/Discussion 

Mackay Regional Council (Council) issued tender documents seeking responses to 

establish a panel of Preferred Suppliers for Plant and Equipment with Operator, which 

provides Council with a full range of plant and equipment aiding in the delivery of both 

capital and maintenance works.  

The current contract MRC 2015-001 Provision of Plant Hire with Operator expires on 

30 November 2017.  The proposed commencement date for contract MRC 2017-003 

Panel of Preferred Suppliers for Plant and Equipment with Operator (Panel) is 1 

December 2017, for a period of two (2) years, with the option of a one (1) year 

extension period at Council’s discretion, together with the provision for an annual CPI 

increase on each anniversary of the contract. 
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Tenders were invited on 18 March 2017, via the Qtender website and advertised locally 

in the Daily Mercury. 

 

The Request for Tender (RFT) called for plant and equipment to be priced according to 

the eight (8) supply areas utilised by Council.  Due to the vast area covered by Council, 

these 8 supply areas allow Contractors to price according to the areas where they are 

able to provide a financially viable service.  

 

The following plant classes are included in the RFT:   

 

• Backhoes 

• Cranes 

• Dozers 

• Graders 

• Excavators 

• Front End Loaders 

• Rollers 

• Stump Grinders 

• Skid Steer Loaders 

• Tree Chippers 

• Trucks – various builds 

• Various combinations of the above or others combinations as nominated by 

contractors  

• Other specialised plant and equipment available 

Contractors will be appointed to the Panel and listed according to the combined score 

from the evaluation panel relevant to their equipment category and nominated area.   

When works are identified, Council staff will consult the relevant Panel and select the 

highest ranked contractor for the required equipment, per area.  If the contractor is 

unavailable to perform the work when required, the next listed contractor with the 

required equipment will be contacted and so on.    

If no contractors on the Panel are available, Council reserves the right to obtain quotes 

from other suitably experienced and resourced contractors. 

The following submissions were received by the closing time of 10.00am Tuesday 9 

May 2017. 

 

Tenderer Location 

Accelerate Group Australia Mackay Region Based 

Advanced Tree Care Mackay Region Based 

AJK Contracting Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

Anything Earthmoving Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

A.P.Graham Mackay Region Based 

As Luck Wood Have It Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

Auto Repair and Towing Mackay Region Based 

BJF Contractors Pty Ltd ATF Barry Finn Family Trust Mackay Region Based 

Bark Blowers Mackay Mackay Region Based 
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Tenderer Location 

Blue River Landscape Supplies Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

BobWes Excavate and Construct  Mackay Region Based 

Boom Logistics Ltd Mackay Region Based 

BRW Transport & Quarries Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

CJD Investments (NQ) Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

Clark Drinking Water Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

LJR Holdings Pty Ltd T/A Complete Tree Management Mackay Region Based 

Cortis Civil & Demo Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

Crane Logistics Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

DH Slashing & Landscaping Mackay Region Based 

Downer EDI Works Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

Ezyquip Hire Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

Falzon Backhoe Hire Mackay Region Based 

Full Boar Bobcat Hire Mackay Region Based 

Full Boar Tilt Tray and Excavator Hire Mackay Region Based 

Mary Donald Nominees Pty Ltd T/A Ground Support 

Systems (Aust) 

Ormeau – Non Local 

The W & D Jackson Family Trust Trading As Gunyarra 

Plant Hire 

Whitsunday Region Based 

Haber Excavations Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

I Dig Earthworks Mackay Region Based 

Infinnity Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

Jai-Cor Family Trust T/as Jai-Cor Communications 

Solutions 

Mackay Region Based 

JT & PA Croyden Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

JP Zarb & TL Zarb ATF The Jason Zarb Family Trust 

T/As JT'Z Transport 

Mackay Region Based 

L.A & L.R Ramsamy Crane Hire Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

Mackay City Cranes Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

Mackay Plant Wholesalers Mackay Region Based 

Mapleys Bobcat Hire Mackay Region Based 

Melco Engineering Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

Morris Builders & Civil Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

Norman Cameron Trust T/A Norm's Grader Hire Mackay Region Based 

NQ Car and Truck Mackay Region Based 

L.C & G.M Paul T/A Paul’s Excavations Mackay Region Based 

Pegasi Group t/as Sniffers Plant Hire Loganholme – Non Local 

RG & JM Grech Backhoe Hire Mackay Region Based 

Dee Tec T/A Riggsy's Bobcat & Excavator Hire Mackay Region Based 

Robinson Civil Group Herberton – Non Local 

Rod's Backhoe Hire Pty Ltd ATF Abell Family Trust Mackay Region Based 

Sarina Crane Hire Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

Matton Earthmoving Pty Ltd ATF The Bluegum 

Investment Trust T/A Sarina Mini Excavators 

Mackay Region Based 

Seaforth Civil & Plant Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

Sharpe Bros Gosford NSW – Non Local 

Talbots Earthmoving & Bulk Haulage Pty Ltd Whitsunday Region Based 
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Tenderer Location 

The Stump Man Mackay Region Based 

Vassallo Constructions Pty Ltd Mackay Region Based 

Vella's Plant Hire Pty Ltd T/A Vella's Civil Construction Mackay Region Based 

 

Local supplier information 

 

Of the 54 submissions received:  

 

• 48 contractors are either Mackay businesses or have an office in Mackay. 

• 2 contractors are based in the Whitsunday Region.    

• 3 contractors were Queensland based, but outside of the Mackay region; and 

• 1 contractor is based interstate. 

 

An initial compliance check was conducted on 9 May 2017 to identify submissions that 

were non-conforming with the requirements of the RFT.  This included compliance 

with contractual requirements and provision of requested information. 

 

All submissions were progressed through to the qualitative criteria assessment on the 

basis that terms, conditions and mandatory requirements of the RFT had been met. 

 

During the evaluation, tenderers were assessed against the nominated qualitative 

criteria.   Specific criteria were weighted according to their importance as perceived 

and agreed by the evaluation panel, with the weightings being published within the 

RFT, as follows: 

 

• Key Personnel and Experience 20%  

• Relevant Experience  20% 

• Demonstrated Understanding 20% 

• Equipment/ Plant/ Machinery  40% 

 

The qualitative criteria assessment was carried out over a number of meetings with the 

evaluation panel scoring the tenders according to the evaluation matrix.  These 

meetings occurred on: 

 

• 26 May 2017 

• 13 July 2017 

• 19 July 2017 

• 20 July 2017 

• 25 July 2017 

• 27 July 2017 

• 3 August 2017 

 

As a result of the evaluation meetings, Tender Information Requests (TIR) were issued 

to the following contractors, requesting clarification in relation to their submitted 

equipment and rates: 

 

• Accelerate Group Australia 

• Auto Repair and Towing Service 
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• Boom Logistics Ltd 

• Bark Blowers Mackay 

• Falzon Backhoe Hire 

• Haber Excavations Pty Ltd 

• Melco Engineering Pty Ltd 

• Talbots Earthmoving Pty Ltd 

• Vassallo Construction Pty Ltd 

• Vella’s Plant Hire Pty Ltd T/A Vella’s Civil Construction 

 

Further TIR’s were issued to all respondents to extend the validity of their tender 

submissions. 

 

In assessing the qualitative criteria, the evaluation was conducted on individual pieces 

of plant and equipment and considered against other plant within the same category and 

supply area.  Consideration of the contractor’s depot location was of significant 

importance during the evaluation process. 

 

The RFT specified that Council requested that equipment “is not more than 10 years 

old from the date of manufacture; however equipment less than 5 years old may be 

given preference in the evaluation process.” Any plant and equipment with a 

manufacture date prior to the year 2007 was removed during the evaluation stage.   

 

The contractors listed below were not awarded a position on the Panel for the following 

reasons: 

 

• Pegasi Group T/A Sniffers Plant Hire and Robinson Civil Constructions FNQ 

Pty Ltd due to the number of local contractors able to provide similar 

equipment, location of their depots (outside Mackay region) noting the 

operational requirements of this Panel arrangement. 

• Downer EDI Works Pty Ltd and Mary Donald Nominees Pty Ltd T/A Ground 

Support Systems (Aust) offered alternative plant and machinery outside the 

scope of this tender.    The evaluation panel reviewed the alternatives provided 

and due to the type of equipment supplied, deemed that they were not a regular 

operational requirement and if required, Council staff would undertake the 

necessary quotation process. 

• Ezyquip Hire Pty Ltd and NQ Truck and Car Rentals were unable to provide 

dedicated equipment details for the term of this Contract.   

 

All categories listed the successful contractors in order of use, per item of plant and 

equipment per area, as determined by the evaluation panels scoring. 
 

The evaluation of the tender was conducted by: 
 

• Team Leader Arboriculture  Parks Environment and Sustainability 

• Supervisor Arboriculture Parks  Environment and Sustainability 

• Supervisor Cemeteries Parks  Environment and Sustainability  

• Technical Officer  Civil Operations 

• Technical Officer  Civil Operations 

• Waste Coordinator  Waste Services 

• Contracts Officer  Procurement and Plant 
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• Procurement Officer Procurement and Plant 

Consultation and Communication 

Consultation was undertaken between all operational departments and Procurement and 

Plant prior to the RFT being released with suggestions and input from others assisting 

in the final scope refinements. 

Resource Implications 

The Panel of Preferred Suppliers for Plant & Equipment with Operator is a schedule of 

rates contract, which is utilised on an as required basis with funding to be provided 

from the relevant department budgets within financial delegations of respective 

officers. 

Risk Management Implications 

Council will monitor the Work Health and Safety compliances with this contract by 

ensuring all contractors comply with Council’s PPE management policy, Drug & 

Alcohol management policy, Fatigue management policy, ensuring they maintain a 

valid Mackay Regional Council contractor’s induction and that all relevant insurances 

are current.  

Conclusion 

The RFT documentation detailed that the order in which contractors are listed, per 

equipment category per area, is the order in which services will be requested. If the 

contractor is unavailable to perform the work when required, the next listed contractor 

with the required equipment will be contacted. 

Where no contractors on the Panel are available, Council reserves the right to obtain 

quotes from other suitably experienced and resourced contractors. 

It is recommended that MRC 2017-003 Panel of Preferred Suppliers Plant & 

Equipment with Operator be awarded for a two year period with the provision of a one 

year extension period at Council’s discretion, together with provision for CPI increase 

on the anniversary of the commencement date. 
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Officer's Recommendation 

THAT Council award contract MRC 2017-003 Panel of Preferred Suppliers for 

Plant & Equipment with Operator to the following tenderers for a two (2) year 

period with the provision of a one (1) year extension period at Council’s 

discretion, together with the provision for CPI increase on the anniversary of the 

contract, and that the contract is utilised in listed order per equipment category 

per area, commencing 1 December 2017: 

• Accelerate Group Australia

• Advanced Tree Care

• AJK Contracting Pty Ltd

• Anything Earthmoving Pty Ltd

• A P Graham

• As Luck Wood Have It Pty Ltd

• Auto Repair & Towing Services

• Bark Blowers Mackay

• BJF Contractors Pty Ltd ATF Barry Finn Family Trust

• Blue River Landscape Supplies Pty Ltd

• Boom Logistics Ltd

• BRW Transport & Quarries Pty Ltd

• CJD Investments (NQ) Pty Ltd

• Clark Drinking Water Pty Ltd

• LJR Holdings Pty Ltd T/A Complete Tree Management

• Cortis Civil & Demo Pty Ltd

• Crane Logistics Pty Ltd

• DeeTec T/A Riggsy’s Bobcat & Excavator Hire

• DH Slashing & Landscaping

• Falzon Backhoe Hire

• Full Boar Bobcat Hire

• Full Boar Tilt Tray and Excavator Hire

• The W & D Jackson Family Trust Trading As Gunyarra Plant Hire

• Haber Excavations Pty Ltd

• I Dig Earthworks

• Infinnity Pty Ltd

• Jai-Cor Family Trust T/A Jai-Cor Communications Solutions

• JT & PA Croyden Pty Ltd

• JP Zarb & TL Zarb ATF The Jason Zarb Family Trust T/A JT'Z Transport

• L.A & L.R Ramsamy Crane Hire Pty Ltd

• Mackay City Cranes Pty Ltd

• Mapleys Bobcat Hire

• Melco Engineering Pty Ltd

• Morris Builders & Civil Pty Ltd

• L.C & G.M Paul T/as Paul’s Excavations

• RG & JM Grech Backhoe Hire

• Rod's Backhoe Hire Pty Ltd ATF Abell Family Trust

• Sarina Crane Hire Pty Ltd

• The Bluegum Investment Trust T/a Sarina Mini Excavator
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• Seaforth Civil & Plant Pty Ltd

• Talbots Earthmoving & Bulk Haulage Pty Ltd

• The Stump Man

• Vassallo Constructions Pty Ltd

• Vella's Plant Hire Pty Ltd T/A Vella's Civil Construction

Chief Executive Officer spoke to the report noting the Panel is made up of mostly Local 

Suppliers. 

Council Resolution 

THAT the Officers recommendation be adopted. 

Moved Cr Paton Seconded Cr Casey 

Cr Paton reiterated the CEO’s comments, and it is very pleasing to see local business 

being awarded the tender and that it will help to streamline works. 

CARRIED 

14.2 MRC 2017-015 PROVISION OF CLEANING AND SANITARY 

SERVICES     

File No MRC 2017-015 

Author Manager Property Services 

Purpose 

To present to Council for approval, tenders submitted for MRC 2017-015 Provision of 

Cleaning and Sanitary Services. 

Background/Discussion 

Mackay Regional Council (Council) issued tender documents for the provision of 

cleaning and sanitary services for Council facilities including administration buildings, 

libraries, community halls, depots, amenities and other facilities across the Mackay 

Regional. 

The proposed commencement date for this contract is 1 December 2017 for a two (2) 

year period with the option of a one (1) year extension, at Council’s discretion.  

Tenders were invited on 29 April 2017, via Queensland Government Qtender website 

and advertised locally in the Daily Mercury. 
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The following submissions were received by the closing time of 10.00am Tuesday 30 

May 2017: 

Tenderer Locations 

Achieve Corporate Services Pty Ltd Woollongabba 

Advanced National Services Pty Ltd Mackay 

Aps Cleaning Pty Ltd Brisbane 

AQNP Solutions Pty Ltd Townsville 

Biniris (Aust) Pty Ltd Mackay 

Clean Feeling Pty Ltd Mackay 

CMBM Facility Services Pty Ltd Mackay 

Commercial Property Cleaning Underwood 

Delores Grendon Mackay 

Flick Anticimex Pty Ltd Mackay 

Gail Matthews Mackay 

George & Ailsa Hoffmaster Mackay 

Hygiene Pride Mackay 

JJ Richards & Sons Mackay 

Just Kleen Pty Ltd Mackay 

Lynette Waterson Mackay 

Mackay Office Cleaning Mackay 

Moonlight Bay Cleaners Mackay 

Queensland Facility Services Pty Ltd Mackay 

Rentokil Initial Pty Ltd Mackay 

Robbie & Leah Pegg Family Trust T/a Bin Blasting Mackay 

Servaco Pty Ltd trading as Corporate Cleaning Services Townsville 

The Greener Cleaning Co Mackay 

Vantage Integrated Services Sydney 

An initial compliance check was conducted on 13 June 2017 to identify submissions 

that were non-conforming with the requirements of the Request for Tender (RFT).  This 

included compliance with contractual requirements and provision of requested 

information. 

All submissions were progressed through to the qualitative criteria assessment on the 

basis that all terms, conditions and mandatory requirements of the RFT had been met. 

During the evaluation, tenderers were assessed against the nominated qualitative 

criteria.  The weighting attributed to each qualitative criteria was: 

a) Relevant experience 20% 

b) Key personnel skills and experience 20% 

c) Tenderer’s resources 20% 

d) Demonstrated understanding 25% 

e) Value for Money 15% 

The evaluation panel undertook individual desktop reviews of all submission and then 

undertook numerous evaluation meetings due to the number of responses received and 

the volume of information that required assessment.   
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Tender Information Requests (TIR) were issued to Advanced National Services Pty Ltd 

and Biniris (Aust) Pty Ltd requesting: 

• Allocation of staff and hours to undertake services to six sites

• Confirmation of current State or Federal Award that staff are employed under

• Confirmation that the submitted rates are fixed for the 2-year term of the

contract. 

Both tenderers replied within the relevant timeframes. 

Following the evaluation panels review of the TIR responses, meetings were held with 

Advanced National Services Pty Ltd and Biniris (Aust) Pty Ltd to further discuss their 

responses, confirm the number of hours allocated and price submitted per facility and 

confirmation that the tenderers would be able to complete the services to Council 

requirements within the nominated timeframe. 

The RFT listed individual sites requiring cleaning services under five key Areas as 

identified below and further allowed the separate award for sanitary services: 

• Area 1 Mackay District

• Area 2 Sarina District

• Area 3 Pioneer Valley

• Area 4 Community Halls

• Area 5 Greenmount Homestead

Respondents were able to tender for all areas or on individual sites per area.  During the 

evaluation, the evaluation panel undertook numerous reviews of various combinations 

of sites including comparisons of individual sites or areas to ensure that best possible 

outcome was achieved. 

Advanced National Services Pty Ltd were able to demonstrate significant experience in 

providing cleaning services to government departments and other major corporations in 

Mackay and surrounding districts. They have the resources and ability to complete the 

services as specified the RFT. 

Hygiene Pride demonstrated their vast experience in supplying their core business 

activity of sanitary services to numerous business and government organisations in 

Mackay.  They provided a clear understanding of Council requirements including a 4-

week schedule demonstrating the process.  Detailed evidence was provided on not only 

management and their ability to deliver the entire sanitary services package across the 

whole region, but also on personnel that would be onsite undertaking the services. 

In reviewing the evaluation panels combined qualitative criteria and pricing structures 

for Cleaning Services, the remoteness and locality of the service providers and in 

comparison, to the current level of services provided for Seaforth Community Hall, 

Walkerston and Eton Amenities, Palm Tree Creek Rest Area, St Helens Beach 

Camping Area and Esplanade amenities and BBQ’s as well as Vic Bridger Park, the 

evaluation panel recommend that these locations are awarded on an individual basis. 
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The evaluation panel recommends the awarding the sanitary services to Hygiene Pride 

and the cleaning services as follows: 

Area 1 Mackay District  Advanced National Services Pty Ltd 

Area 2 Sarina District Advanced National Services Pty Ltd 

Area 3 Pioneer Valley Advanced National Services Pty Ltd 

Area 3 Walkerston Amenities only  George and Ailsa Hoffmaster 

Area 3 St Helens Beach Camping Area Delores Grendon 

Area 3 St Helens Beach Esplanade  Delores Grendon 

Area 3 Vic Bridger Park  Delores Grendon 

Area 3 Eton Amenities  Ken & Lynette Waterson 

Area 4 Community Halls  Advanced National Services Pty Ltd 

Area 4 Seaforth Community Hall  Gail Matthews 

Area 5 Greenmount Homestead  Advanced National Services Pty Ltd 

The evaluation of the tenders was conducted by: 

• Supervisor Projects & Operational Compliance Property Services 

• Coordinator Property Services 

• Contracts Coordinator Procurement and Plant 

Consultation and Communication 

Consultation was conducted between Parks, Environment and Sustainability, Property 

Services and Procurement and Plant prior to the Request for Tender being released. 

Resource Implications 

Funding for the cleaning of a majority of Council buildings and facilities has been 

accumulated into the Property Services budget.  Cleaning of Water & Waste buildings 

and a component of Parks and Environment buildings are catered for in their individual 

budgets. 

Analysis of the expenditure for cleaning and hygiene services across Council suggests 

that when these contracts are enacted there will be savings on current budgeted levels.  

There are some non-scheduled elements to these services and it is problematic to 

forecast exact expenditure, however a full review of cleaning and hygiene costs will be 

undertaken as part of the 2018/19 budget, with savings expected. 

Risk Management Implications 

The Property Services Program will monitor the contractor’s performance during the 

term of the contract and take required action to ensure that Council is receiving quality 

cleaning services.  

The recommended respondents are required to provide all relevant insurance and 

compliances prior to the executing of their contract, and maintain them for the term of 

the contract.  This includes: 
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• Product Liability $20,000,000 

• Public Liability $20,000,000 

• Workcover As required by law 

The conditions of contract provide sufficient remedies to Council based on the risk 

profile of the services being provided. 

Conclusion 

That awarding the contract as follows, for the term of two (2) year together with the 

option of a one (1) year extension at Council’s discretion, provides the most 

advantageous outcome to Mackay Regional Council based on capacity, capabilities and 

demonstrated value for money. 

Sanitary Services Only 

• All Areas Hygiene Pride 

Cleaning Services Only 

• Area 1 Mackay District Advanced National Services Pty Ltd

• Area 2 Sarina District Advanced National Services Pty Ltd 

• Area 3 Pioneer Valley Advanced National Services Pty Ltd 

• Area 3 Walkerston Amenities only George and Ailsa Hoffmaster 

• Area 3 St Helens Beach Camping Area Delores Grendon 

• Area 3 St Helens Beach Esplanade Delores Grendon 

• Area 3 Vic Bridger Park Delores Grendon 

• Area 3 Eton Amenities Ken & Lynette Waterson 

• Area 4 Community Halls Advanced National Services Pty Ltd 

• Area 4 Seaforth Community Hall Gail Matthews 

• Area 5 Greenmount Homestead Advanced National Services Pty Ltd 
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Officer's Recommendation 

THAT Council award the schedule of rates contract MRC 2017-015 Provision of 

Cleaning and Sanitary Services for a term of two (2) year together with the option 

of a one (1) year extension at Council’s discretion commencing 1 December 

2017, as follows: 

Sanitary Services Only 

• All Areas Hygiene Pride 

Cleaning Services Only 

• Area 1 Mackay District Advanced National Services 

Pty Ltd 

• Area 2 Sarina District Advanced National Services 

Pty Ltd  

• Area 3 Pioneer Valley Advanced National Services 

Pty Ltd  

• Area 3 Walkerston Amenities only George and Ailsa Hoffmaster 

• Area 3 St Helens Beach Camping Area Delores Grendon 

• Area 3 St Helens Beach Esplanade Delores Grendon 

• Area 3 Vic Bridger Park Delores Grendon 

• Area 3 Eton Amenities Ken & Lynette Waterson 

• Area 4 Community Halls Advanced National Services 

Pty Ltd 

• Area 4 Seaforth Community Hall Gail Matthews 

• Area 5 Greenmount Homestead Advanced National Services 

Pty Ltd 

Chief Executive Officer spoke to the report, highlighting local suppliers, and advised of 

a significant reduction in costs for rate payers. 

Cr Bonaventura queried the Contract timeframes, was it a similar to the previous 
one with a timeframe of 2 year contract with 1 year extension? 

Chief Executive Officer stated that he thought it was, but will confirm details for 

Councillors. 

Council Resolution 

THAT the Officers Recommendation be adopted. 

Moved Cr Walker Seconded Cr Mann (nee Fordham) 

CARRIED 
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14.3 MRC 2017-017 - PREFERRED SUPPLIER ARRANGEMENTS - 

SUPPLY AND DELIVERY OF P.P.E SAFETY ITEMS AND FIRST 

AID SUPPLIES     

File No MRC 2017-017 

Author Manager Procurement & Plant 

Purpose 

To present to Council for approval, tenders submitted for MRC 2017-017 Preferred 

Supplier Arrangements – Supply and Delivery of P.P.E, Safety Items and First Aid 

Supplies.  

Background/Discussion 

The Preferred Supplier Arrangement (PSA) for PPE, Safety Items and First Aid 

Supplies provides Council with a full range of safety items which aid in ensuring the 

safety of its employees whilst delivering services to the community. The majority of 

tendered items are held as inventory to ensure availability, continuity of supply and fair 

wear and tear replacement. 

For the first time, Council has included the supply of safety boots in this Request for 

Tender (RFT).  Past supply has been through the LGAQ Local Buy panel arrangement 

however by including safety boots as part of this tender, Council is offering all local 

business the opportunity to supply these items on an as required basis to Council 

employees.   

As required by the Work Health and Safety Act 2011, consultation with Councils 

employees is required for the supply of safety items, therefore a trial of selected 

clothing and PPE items was conducted by nominated employees from relevant Council 

programs. 

PSA’s have proven to be a cost-effective means of purchasing high usage items whilst 

meeting required statutory obligations. The tendered prices are for items Free into Store 

(FIS) which provide emergency and programmed supply to all Council departments. 

The current contract expires on 31st October 2017. The proposed commencement date 

for this PSA is the 1 November 2017, for a twenty-four (24) month term, with the 

provision for two (2) twelve (12) month extension options, at Council discretion, 

together with the provision for rise and fall after each 12 months.   

Tenders were invited on the 29 October 2016, via the Queensland Government Qtender 

website and advertised locally in the Daily Mercury seeking submissions for the supply 

and delivery of P.P.E, Safety Items and First Aid Supplies. 
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The following submissions were received by the closing time of 10:00am on the 29 

November 2016. 

 

Tenderer Location  

Alpha First Aid Supplies (QLD) Underwood, 

QLD 

Cemal, Mateus Selim T/As Alpha Medical Solutions St Ives, NSW 

Amare Safety Pty Ltd Mackay, QLD 

Aqua Terra Oil and Mineral and Supply Company Pty Ltd  Mackay, QLD 

D&S Resources Pty Ltd Brisbane, QLD 

J.Blackwood & Son Pty Limited  Mackay, QLD 

Ideas 4 U Pty Ltd T/AS Brandfactor Mackay, QLD 

Cole Workwear Pty Ltd Northgate, 

QLD 

Emnat Pty Ltd T/As Get Real Workwear & Safety Mackay Mackay, QLD 

Endeavour Foundation Mackay, QLD 

Flysha Trade Agencies Haypoint, QLD 

Four Real Safety Gear Mackay, QLD 

LifeAid Pty Ltd Moranbah, 

QLD 

Mackay First Aid Supplies Pty Ltd as Trustee for the Jackson 

First Aid Trust T/As Mackay First Aid Supplies 

Mackay,QLD 

Reward Supply Co. Pty Ltd T/As Reward Distribution  Yatala, QLD 

RSEA Pty Ltd Mackay, QLD 

Toleia Holdings Pty Ltd T/As SSS Australia Mackay,QLD 

Uniform Solutions Mackay, QLD 

Walker Contract Service (Emerald) Pty Ltd Mackay,QLD 

Workwear Group T/As Totally Workwear Paget Mackay, QLD 

 

An initial compliance check was conducted on the 15 December 2016 to identify 

submissions that were non-conforming with the requirements of the RFT.  This 

included compliance with contractual requirements and provision of requested 

information. 

 

All submissions were progressed through to the qualitative criteria assessment on the 

basis that all terms, conditions and mandatory requirements of the RFT had been met. 

 

Tender Information Requests (TIR) were issued to relevant tenderers during the 

evaluation process requesting the following: 

 

• Samples of 20 various products 

• Clarification on submitted quantities and prices 

• Provision of a variety of size and styles of clothing, safety glasses and gloves to 

enable 20 Council employees to conduct trials 

• Pricing on additional PPE items not included in the original tender 

• An extension to the validity period to allow for the finalisation of the clothing trial. 
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All tenderers replied within the relevant timeframes however J.Blackwood & Son Pty 

Limited were unable to  supply the full range of requested trial items. This caused some 

delays to the trial process.  

 

To allow the finalisation of the evaluation, the evaluation panel removed J.Blackwood 

& Son Pty Limited items from the trial. 

 

During the evaluation process, the evaluation panel held numerous meetings to evaluate 

all items and submissions received. 

   

Details of these meetings are as follows: 

 

Date of meeting Intention of meeting 

15 December 2016 Initial evaluation meeting to review submissions and clothing 

pricing received    including compiling a list of samples 

required. 

2 February 2017 Continue the initial review of safety items 

16 February 2017 Continue review of safety items and finalise the list of 

samples required. 

6 April 2017 Meeting to review first aid items. 

1 June 2017 Meeting to review samples supplied and confirmation that 

the evaluation panel recommended trials be conducted 

15 August 2017 Trial items handed to the 20 Council employees 

6 September 2017 Close date for Trial feedback. Feedback of trial item collated 

and reviewed 

15 September 2017 Further Trials handed out to 8 Council employees 

21 September 2017 Meeting to evaluate tenderers who submitted information on 

Safety Boots 

26 September 2017 Final review of recommended tenderers 

 

The trail of clothing, safety glasses and gloves was conducted by 20 Council employees 

from various programs and locations within Council, including: 

 

• Parks and Environment 

• Civil Operations 

• Civil Projects 

• Health and Regulatory Services 

• Infrastructure Delivery 

 

Completed responses from the trials were received from 15 of the 20 employees. 

 

The evaluation panel’s recommendation for P.P.E clothing resulted from a combination 

of the responses received from the trial, value for money and where current items have 

proven to meet Council’s requirements in relation to quality and standards of the 

product.   

 

During the evaluation period, Cole Workwear Pty Ltd advised Council of a change in 

their supplier which resulted in a change in brands and prices. Hence the evaluation 
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panel were unable to progress Cole Workwear Pty Ltd's submission any further in the 

evaluation to ensure fairness to all tenderers.  

 

During the evaluation of the first aid items, it was recommended by the evaluation 

panel that awarding the supply of the first aid kits and supplementary items to one 

supplier, while maintaining competitive pricing, would result in reduced administrative 

requirements while continuing to offer a value for money outcome to Council.  A cost 

analysis demonstrated that awarding the first aid kits and supplementary items to 

Mackay First Aid Supplies represented the most advantageous outcome to Council 

while providing similar quality items as currently supplied. 

 

During the evaluation of the safety boots, it was recommended by the evaluation panel 

to award the supply of safety boots to one supplier, which would provide efficiencies in 

contract management, administrative cost savings, consistency to employees and a 

value for money outcome to Council. The evaluation panel reviewed systems submitted 

by tenderers that offer the same or similar services currently provided to Council 

employees as well as the availability to supply a variety of Safety Boots.  Particular 

attention was paid to those brands and styles that have proven popular with Council 

employees, and a cost analysis was conducted on those suppliers that met Council 

requirements. The evaluation panel recommend awarding the supply of safety boots to 

Get Real Workwear Pty Ltd as this represents the best value for money outcome 

together with a demonstrated understanding of Council’s requirements.     

 

The evaluation panel have recommended items on the basis that they provide a high 

degree of operational performance, are compatible with existing items or provided 

administrative cost efficiencies. In the instances where the product or brand was 

identified as preferred, value for money, including price and supplier’s location was 

considered. 

 

The evaluation of the tender was conducted by: 

 

• Warehouse Supervisor  Procurement and Plant 

• Contracts Coordinator  Procurement and Plant 

• Contracts Officer Administrator  Procurement and Plant 

• Senior Local Laws Officer  Health and Regulatory Services 

• WHS Advisor  Governance and Safety 

• Technical Officer  Civil Projects 

• Student Engineer  Civil Projects 

• Leading Hand Maintenance  Civil Operations 

• Truck Driver  Civil Operations 

• Leading Hand Aborist  Parks & Environment 

• Mower Operator  Parks & Environment 

• Labourer/Gardener  Parks & Environment 

• Truck Driver  ECI 

• Waste Technical Officer  Waste Services 

• Plumber  Water Network 

• Team Leader  Water Network 

• Fitter Water  Network 
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Consultation and Communication 

Consultation was conducted with the HSE Advisory committee and Council 

Management prior to the Request for Tender being released as this group has a 

representative from each area of Council.  

 

Resource Implications 

The Preferred Supplier Arrangement – Supply and Delivery of P.P.E, Safety Items and 

First Aid Supplies contract is a schedule of rates contract, which is utilised on an as 

required basis with funding to be provided from relevant department budgets. 

 

Based on the usage as detailed in the tender documents and utilising the rates of the 

recommended providers, the contract has the potential total value of approximately 

$592,096 (excluding GST) for the twenty-four-month period. 

 

The total value of the last contract based on the same usage figures was $627,675 

(excluding GST), resulting in a decrease of approximately 5.67%.  This is due to a 

decrease in the price of a number of high use items achieved as a result of the 

competitive tendering process. 

 

Risk Management Implications 

The conditions of contract provide sufficient remedies and warranties to council based 

on the risk profile of the goods being provided.  All products supplied which are 

required to conform with Australia Standards and Queensland Transport and Main 

Roads Regulations for traffic control. 

 

The recommended respondents are required to provide all relevant insurance and 

compliances prior to the executing of their contracts.  This includes: 

 

• Product Liability  $20,000,000 

• Public Liability  $20,000,000 

• Workcover  As required by law 

 

Conclusion 

It is recommended that MRC 2017-017 Preferred Supplier Arrangement – Supply and 

Delivery of P.P.E, Safety Items and First Aid Supplies be awarded as follows: 

 

PPE Clothing and General Item: 

• Amare Safety Pty Ltd  123 Items 

• Aqua Terra Oil and Mineral and  

Supply Company Pty Ltd (Atom Supply)  80 Items 

• J. Blackwoods & Sons Pty Ltd  31 Items 

• Endeavour Foundation    7 Items 

• Four Real Safety Gear  24 Items 

• Emnat Pty Ltd T/A Get Real Workwear  20 Items 

• Mackay First Aid Pty Ltd as Trustee for the  
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Jackson First Aid Trust T/As  

Mackay First Aid Supplies    3 Items 

• RSEA Pty Ltd  23 Items 

• Workwear Group T/As Totally Workwear Paget  93 Items 

• Uniform Solutions  30 Items 

• Items Removed   60 Items 

 

First Aid Supplies: 

• Mackay First Aid Pty Ltd as Trustee for the Jackson First Aid Trust T/As 

Mackay First Aid Supplies    

 

Safety Boots: 

• Emnat Pty Ltd T/As Get Real Workwear & Safety Mackay 

 

A total of eighty-one (81) items were not awarded for the following reasons: 

 

• Tenderers not being able to source particular type/size of clothing required for 19 

items.  

• 60 items being, one shirt various sizes, one pair of long trousers various sizes and 

one pair of jeans various sizes, one jacket various sizes that were Fire Retardant 

clothing.  Due to ongoing inquiries around these requirements, these items were 

removed until defined guidelines have been set.     

• Tenderers were unable to provide pricing for 2 custom traffic control items.  

 

These items removed from the contract will be sourced on an as required basis via 

competitive quotations from local business where available. 
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Officer's Recommendation 

THAT Council award tender MRC 2017-017 Preferred Supplier Arrangement – 

Supply and Delivery of P.P.E, Safety Items and First Aid Supplies commencing 1 

November 2017, for a twenty-four-month term, with the provision for two 

twelve-month extension options at Council discretion, together with the provision 

for rise and fall after each twelve months, be awarded as follows: 

 

PPE Clothing and General Item: 

• Amare Safety Pty Ltd  123 Items 

• Aqua Terra Oil and Mineral and  

Supply Company Pty Ltd (Atom Supply)  80 Items 

• J. Blackwoods & Sons Pty Ltd  31 Items 

• Endeavour Foundation    7 Items 

• Four Real Safety Gear  24 Items 

• Emnat Pty Ltd T/A Get Real Workwear  20 Items 

• Mackay First Aid Pty Ltd as Trustee for the  

Jackson First Aid Trust T/As  

Mackay First Aid Supplies    3 Items 

• RSEA Pty Ltd  23 Items 

• Workwear Group T/As Totally Workwear Paget  93 Items 

• Uniform Solutions  30 Items 

First Aid Supplies: 

• Mackay First Aid Pty Ltd as Trustee for the Jackson First Aid Trust T/As 

Mackay First Aid Supplies    

 

Safety Boots: 

• Emnat Pty Ltd T/As Get Real Workwear & Safety Mackay 

 

 

 

Chief Executive Officer spoke to the report, highlighting all Mackay based firms and a 

5.67% reduction in costs of current prices.   

 

The Mayor confirmed that this contract is a 2 year Contract with 2 x 12 month 

extensions.  

 

Cr Bonaventura commented on the 5.67% reduction of costs, which is always good for 

Council and the community.  Noted that one of the successful groups in particular that 

has been awarded a contract is the Endeavour Foundation.  It is very pleasing as 

Council has visited their site and viewed all the good work they are doing done there.  

It is only a small part and it is a very good sign. 

 

Cr Bella reiterated Cr Bonaventura’s comments, and congratulated the Endeavour 

Foundation on gaining part of the tender and feels that it is a wonderful thing for those 

individuals that are working there.  Noted that he has been following the Endeavour 

Foundation on Social Media and that their performance has been outstanding over the 

last few months.  Also highlighted the invitation forwarded from Cr Gee to all 

Councillors to attend the Endeavour Foundation disco being held shortly. 
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Council Resolution 

 

THAT the Officers Recommendation is adopted. 

 

Moved Cr Bonaventura Seconded Cr Casey 

 

CARRIED 

 

 

14.4 MRC 2018-003 - BANKING & BILL PAYMENT SERVICES     

 

File No 2018-003 

Author Manager Financial Services 

 

 

Purpose 

To present to Council for approval, tenders submitted for MRC2018-003 – Banking & 

Bill Payment Services. 

 

Background/Discussion 

Mackay Regional Council (Council) seeks to obtain contemporary, innovative, 

efficient, easy to access and cost-effective banking and financial services that have 

strong customer focus in satisfying the needs of Council. 

Council is seeking a long-term commercial relationship, which is both responsive and 

cooperative. Council requires the successful tenderer to nominate and allocate a 

dedicated relationship manager and support team to maintain and further this 

commercial relationship. 
 

Tenders were invited on the 1st July 2017, via Queensland Government QTender 

website and advertised locally in the Daily Mercury seeking submissions from suitable 

financial institutions to undertake the services required in the RFT for a period of 5 

years plus a 1 year extension option. 

 

The following responses were received by the closing date of the 1st August 2017 

 

Tenderer Location 

Commonwealth Bank of Australia Mackay QLD  

National Australia Bank  Mackay QLD 

Westpac Mackay QLD 

 

An initial compliance check was conducted of the submissions on 9th August 2017 to 

identify submissions that were non-conforming with the requirements of the RFT.  This 

includes compliance with the contractual requirements and provision of requested 

information. 
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All submissions were progressed through to the qualitative criteria assessment on the 

basis that all terms and conditions and mandatory requirements of the RFT had been 

met. 

 

Tender price includes contingencies over the contract period.  

 

Tender Submissions Evaluation Tender Price 

Commonwealth Bank of Australia $2,300,656 

National Australia Bank  $2,304,626 

Westpac $2,371,926 

 

During the evaluation, tenderers were assessed against the nominated qualitative 

criteria. The weighting attributed to each qualitative criteria was: 

 

Assessment Criteria Weighting 

Quality of Services 25% 

Value For Money 25% 

Capability of Tender 20% 

Implementation & Relationship Support 15% 

Locality of Services 10% 

Knowledge of Local Government 5% 

 

The qualitative criteria assessment was carried out by the Evaluation Panel on 26 

September 2017 with the evaluation panel scoring the tenders according to the 

evaluation matrix. 

 

As part of the evaluation process Council engaged a banking expert consultant to 

provide an independent assessment of the submissions received.   

 

All three financial institutions provided quality submissions with National Australia 

Bank scoring well in all categories, and being ahead in the areas of capability of 

tenderer, implementation and relationship management.  

 

Based on the consultant’s recommendation and the scores from the evaluation, National 

Australia Bank have the experience, capacity and resources to continue to provide the 

services as specified in the RFT. 

 

The evaluation of the submissions was conducted by: 

 

• Revenue Coordinator  Financial Services  

• Finance Officer  Financial Services 

• Contracts Officer  Procurement and Plant 

 

Consultation and Communication 

Consultation was conducted between Financial Services & Procurement and Plant prior 

to the Request for Tender being released.  An external banking expert was engaged to 

provide an independent assessment of responses received. 
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Resource Implications 

The schedule of rates offered by National Australia Bank is in line with current pricing 

and historical cost would indicate the expected expenditure on banking services is in 

line with budget projections.  Variations in payment channels by customers could have 

a budget impact but any change will likely to be immaterial.  The contract price 

calculation is used for evaluation purposes only. 

 

Although National Australia Bank was slightly more expensive than another tenderer 

after allowing an estimated transition cost (provided by the consultant) to the tender 

prices where required, the differential is minimal at less than $800 per annum.  The 

upheaval and inconvenience caused to both staff and customers would far outweigh any 

notional cost savings. 

 

Risk Management Implications 

High quality, reliable banking services are paramount to any business including 

Council.  Council requires the ability to manage payments both in and out of the 

business at a low cost and as easy as possible.  National Australia Bank have a proven 

track record of providing quality, low cost service, knowledge of local government and 

a supportive relationship structure. 

 

Conclusion 

That awarding the contract to National Australia Bank represents the most 

advantageous outcome and demonstrated value for money to Mackay Regional Council 

based on their experience and understanding of Councils requirements. 

 

Officer's Recommendation 

THAT Council award contract MRC2018-003 – Banking & Bill Payment 

Services to National Australia Bank as per the schedule of rates submitted. 

 

 

Chief Executive Officer spoke to the report, noting the Contract is for 5 years plus 1 

year extension.  The tenders were very close and the decision to stay with National 

Australia Bank was made due to the large amount of work needed to be carried out to 

change banking institutions. 
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Council Resolution 

 

THAT the Officers Recommendation be adopted. 

 

 

Moved Cr Walker Seconded Cr Mann (nee Fordham) 

 

Cr Walker supports the recommendation and the reasoning as the amount of work 

required to switch banks for such a small financial benefit couldn’t be justified.  He 

noted that he doesn’t remember ever seeing a tender pricing so close before on such a 

large tender price base. 

 

CARRIED 

 

 

15. CONSIDERATION OF NOTIFIED MOTIONS: 

Nil 

 

 

16. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION: 

Nil 

 

 

17. LATE BUSINESS: 

On behalf of himself and wife Tricia, Cr Casey thanked everyone for all the emails, 

phone calls, good wishes, and flowers received during his recent health treatment.  All 

the support shown was very appreciated. 

 

 

18. CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS: 

18.1 DRAFT AUDIT COMMITTEE MINUTES - 7 SEPTEMBER 2017 and 

5 OCTOBER 2017  

 

Council Resolution 
 

THAT the recommendation be adopted. 

 

 

Moved Cr Paton Seconded Cr Mann (nee Fordham) 

 

CARRIED 
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19. MEETING CLOSURE: 

The meeting closed at 11:18 am. 

 

 

20. FOR INFORMATION ONLY: 

 

 

 

Confirmed on Wednesday 22 November 2017 

 

 

 

 

……………………………………… 
 

MAYOR 
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